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ABSTRACT

This program is designed to train eight Pueblo Indian

teacher aides in library-media skills, so that they can function
as library paraprofessionals in eight Pueblo day schools.

Presently no library service is being provided in these
schools and communities, chiefly because there is no trained

library personnel available. Tribal leaders have for two to
three years stated that obtaining trained library personnel
was their number one educational priority. Thus far they have
been unable to acquire or attract these professionals. Pueblo
residents can rarely afford, because of economic or other con-
ditions, to attend institutions of higher education and attain
professional qualifications. This Institute would provide
eight participants with this opportunity.

Media courses will be taught in the participants' schools
on a rotating basis. The.particioant will also be enrolled in

a "practicum," which requires that she/he work in the school

library a portion of her/his time. The Institute Instructor
will serve in a supervisory and tutorial role for thil instruc-
tional component, which will greatly enhance the practical

learning experiences of the participant.
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FOREWORD

Without cooperation and support from many, this project

could not have been as successful as it was. Thanks must first

go to the trainees whose enthusiasm and interest made this a

vital learning experience for all concerned.

We are g-rateful to Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel,

without whom realization of project goals would have !,een

impossible, especially the following: Clayton Barker, Education

Director, Southern Pueblos Agency; Martha Mason, Reggie Rodrigues,

Wayne Winterton and Howard Mackey, all of whom have served as

Acting Education Director, Northern Pueblos Agency, this year;

Jim Norman, Education Specialist, Northern Pueblos Agency;

principals of the project day 'zchools, Frances Mansfield, Isleta;

Bob Moncrief, Jemez; Reggie Rodriguez, San Felipe; Martha Mason,

San Ildefonso; David Torres, San Juan; Sol Padilla, Santa Clara;*

Larry Labrum, Taos;'and Maxine Martinez, Zia. Other valuable

BIA assistance has come from Ray Reese, Acting Chief of Training

at the National Indian Training-Center; from Robert Rebert,

Curriculum Specialist at Central Office; from Jim Felts and

Caroline Davis of the.IMC at Southwestern Indian Polytechnic

Institute; from Dave Warren, Cultural Studier, Jim Roberts,

Media Center and Doug Philbrick, Anna Walters and Lorraine

Romero, Library, at the Institute of American Indian Arts,,

The New Mexico State Library has been most helpful with

advice and materials, and Doris Gregor and Henry Anaya of the



State Library staff.

Special appreciation goes to the Learning Materials Center

staff, College of Education, University of New Mexico, for their

many supportive services.
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-INTRODUCTION

Urgent, unmet needs brought about the writing cif this

project proposal. One was the lack of training of library/media

aides in remote sections of rural New Mexico, where lack of

funding puts the hiring of professionals in the inlOpssible

dream category. Another was the importance of having persons

of the same cultural background as that of the students serve

in school systems. If persons of Indian heritage are placed

in responsible positions, they can contribute to the system, not

only through their acquired skills, but also through their visi_

bility and their comprehension of the complex needs Indian

students.

Because the Bureau of Indian Affairs recognized the imnor-

tance of hiring persons from thq local communitY, it% Northern

and Southern Pueblos Agencies began hirin g teacher aides in

1969. By the 1972-73 school year, the breakdown lneked like

-this:
NO. OF NO. OF ENROLLMENT

PUEBLO TEACHERS AIDES
--_(Northern Agency)

Santa Clara 5 5 120San Ild,conso 2 2 39
San Juaci 5 5 91

, Taos 10 8 207(Southern Agency)
Isleta 12 14 285Jemez rJ 4 97
San Felipe 11 12 216Zia 5 6 83
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2.

However, since these aides are predominantly married women

with dependents and from low income families, they cannot leave

their homes to attend an institution of higher education to

pursue a degree. While several were enrolled in Associate of

Arts degree programs, no library/media training was being

offered.

Concerned over the lack of trained library/media personnel

in their day schools, Bureau of Indian Affairs officials agreed

to select aides for the training program and made a moral commit-

ment to employ, if possible, the library/media aides in that

professional capacity upon the completion of their studies.

PURPOSE

The overall goal of the Institute was to train as library/

media specialists eight Native Americans who were already serving

as aides and non-professionals in eight pueblo BIA day schools.

Little or no library service was being provided in these

schools and communities chiefly because there were no trained

library personnel available. Through this program, schools

were provided with persons well trained in basic library/media

skills who can function adequately and responsibly In positions

that might otherwise have no professional staff members. The

eight participants further have the potential to serve over

.6,700 reservation Indians.

Population figure" for the eight pueblos, according to the

1970 census, are as follows:

11



NORTHERN PUEBLOS TRIBAL POPULATION

Santa Clara
581San Ildefonso 240

San Juan
625Taos

1,086

SOUTHERN PUEBLOS--'

Isleta
Jemez
San Felipe
Zia

1,404
1,183
1,187

411
TOTAL: 6,717

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Institute objectives were to develop specific competencies

in each of the following areas:

A. Acquisition of Materials and Equipment
Competencies to be acquired:
1. The ability to plan a systematic procedure of

acquiring materials and equipment.
2. The ability to determine appropriate sources

for purchasing, renting or obtaining free
materials and equipment.

3. The ability to maintain records relating to
ordering, receiving and paying.

4. The ability to perform simplified cataloging
to facilitate storage and retrieval.

B. Selection of Materials and Equipment
Competencies to be acquired:
1. The abaity to identify appropriate sources to

be used in the selection of materials and
equipment.

2. The ability to name appropriate criteria to be
used in the selection of materials and equipment.

3. Given an individual or curricular need, the
ability to select appropriate material to meet
that nia.

4. The ability to describe the characteristics of
various media.

5. The ability to devise a systematic procedure for
collecting order information.

6. The ability to coordinate previewing, selecting
and evaluating of materials and equipment.

12



C. Utilization
Competencies to be acquired:
1. The ability to use appropriately and effectively

the various types of materials and equipment.
a. The ability to select a particular form of

media to achieve a particular curricular goal.

U. Evaluating Materials and E2uipment
Competencies to be acquire :

1. The ability to determine the specific objectives
for evaluation.

2. The ability to determine appropriate criteria for
evaluating individual items and to design a format
for recording evaluations based on the criteria.

3. The ability to establish procedures for evaluating
items.

E. Production of Materials
Competencies to be acquired:
1. The ability to use a dry mount press for .mounting

or laminating materials.
2. The ability to produce overhead transparencies

using a variety of methods demonstrating the
necessary skills in lettering, design and coloring.

3. The ability to produce a good quality audio
recording (both cassette and reel-to-reel) and
to synchronize it with a slide set.

4. The ability to produce good quality, appropriate
slides to be used with an instructional unit.

5. The ability to produce and edit super 8mm film.
6. The ability to plan and produce a video recording.

F. Equipment Operation
Competencies to be learned:
1. The ability to operate a 16mm film projector, 8mm

projector, a filmstrip projector, a slide projector,
an overhead projector, a video tape recorder, a TV
camera, a 35mm camera, a super 8mm camera, a tape
recirder (both cassette and reel-to-reel).

G. Maintenance and Repair
Competencies to be learned:
1. The ability to replace bulbs in various types of

equipment.
2. The ability to clean the various types of equipment

such as a 16mm projector and a filmstrip projector.

Upon completion of the training program, which totals 24

credit hours, it is believed that the trainee will have completed

the requirements for an Associate of Arts degree (exceptions are

13



5.

possible). It should be noted that all of the credits will

apply toward a Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of

New Mexico should the participant want to pursue the more

advanced degree.

14
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6.

DIRECTOR'S EVALUATION

A. Pre-Institute Preparation

Writing a proposal for an on-site training program with

no budget, no secretary and no released time puts a real burden

upon a potential director. In the preparation of this Institute

proposal, the Director spent endless hours tracking down pros-

pective sites, appropriate administrators, in talking with

interested persons, including tribal officials and Bureau of

Indian Affairs personnel. Several meetings of persons who

were to be involved in one way or another were held so that

their input could be considered before a final proposal was

submitted to U.S.O.E. This was a very necessary step in assur-

ing a successful project.. It was, however, a time-consuming

and even costly endeavor for prospective Director and those

who travelled long distances to attend planning meetings.

Following numerous inquiries and discussions, the Director

decided\to limit the sites of the proposed training program to

Bureau of Indian Affairs Day Schools. There were several reasons

for this decision. One was that the BIA could serve as a

vehicle through which the program could be coordinated. Secondly,

it meant the training project would involve a totally Indian

population. Thirdly, prospects for employment of the trainee

upon completion of the Institute seemed best with the Day Schools.

Fourth, none of the eight Day Schools selected for training

sites employed a professional librarian.

16



In addition to consulting with numerous indiv.iduals, the

Director studied relevant documents related to media competen-

cies, such as the School Library Manpower Project, and searched

out data related to possible training sites in Pueblos. A syn-

thesis of this information plus consideration of other factors

led to the development of the set of competencies, the courses

and goals selected for this Library Aide Training Institute and

to the methods and procedures to be used.

B. Recruitment

Upon notice that the Institute was to be funded, recruit-

ment strategies were implemented. Participants for this

Institute were recruited through the Bureau of Indian Affairs

Northern and Southern Pueblo Agencies, located in Santa- Fe and

Albuquerque. Education specialists Clay Barker and Reginald

Rodriguez with these Agencies worked with individual school

principals in the selection. This method worked very well,

because the principals know the local situation and who would

make a good participant and who would not. The Institute

Director requested that principals select, if possible, someone

who was currently working in the school as a teacher's aide

and who would be likely to remain employed in the school aftef.

the Institute ended. In some cases tribal officials were also

consulted.

The results of this recruitment procedure were positive

because eighi highly motivated, intelligent women were selected.

This fact is one of the reasons the Institute has been successful.

17



One significant factor in the successful recruiting proce-

dure was that the Project was to be on-site. This enabled us

to recruit persons who could not normally participate in the

University course offerings due to travel distances, financial

considerations, child care problems, etc. The fact that the

participant could continue to live at home made the stipend and

the training program much more attractive.

Thfs method of recruitment, i.e., going through an existing

organizational structuile, also had a financial advantage -- it

cost nothing as compared to the often costly (brochures, pamph-

lets, postage) and time-consuming procedures of the more tradi-

tional institute recruiting methods.

The cooperation and personal interest and efforts of Mr.

Barker and Mr. Rodriguez was essential to this very important

asOect of the Institute, and the Director was fortunate indeed

to have had their unending support and cooperation.

C. Curriculum

The curriculum of the Institute consisted of 24 credit

hours. They were scheduled as follows:

Fall Semester

L. Sc. 432, Production of Instructional Materials 3 hours
L. Sc. 437, Selection of Materials for Media

Centers 3 hours
Ed. Fnds. 300 Practicum 3 hours

Sprin_g Semester

L. Sc.'427, Classification and Cataloging 3 hours
L. Sc. 431, Audiovisual Methods and Techniques 3 hours
Ed. Fnds. 300, Practicum 3 hours

18



Summer Semester

L. Sc. 351, Problems
L. Sc. 429, Workshop

9.

3 hours
3 hours

This set of courses with its mix of theory and practice

proved to be quite adequate. The summer courses -- Problems

and Workshop -- permitted the Instructor to fill in deficiencies

that she felt existed. She designed a series of two week "mini-

courses" consisting of work in reference, children's literature,

administrative procedures and planning.

The Practicum was of particular value both. to the partic-

ipant and to the individual schools. In the process of super-

vising and providing assistance to the trainee on the job via

the Practicum, the Instructor was able to make almost immediate

visible impact upon the individual school libraries. Much of

the work done in the Practicum consisted of organizing the

existing collections, although each school varied in its needs.

The ability of each trainee to work on individual needs and to

quickly apply what she was learning served as a highly motiva-

ting device.

The students showed a remarkable talent in the production

of audiovisual materials. For example, as a requirement in

their "Methods and Techniqyes" course, each of them had to

produce a slide/tape or video tape program. One of these,

produced by trainee Mella Roybal, was shown to an audience

at the National American Library Association convention in

New York City where it drew "rave notices."

19
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Teaching audiovisual courses on-site was not without its

problems. Many schools lacked equipment which the students

needed, and the University does not permit equipment to be

taken off campus. The Instructor's ingenuity surmounted this

problem, howv:ter. It would be advisable for any future insti-

tutes with on-site components to give serious consideration to

this problem ancL'Olan to either purchase or rent the needed

equipment. Tbe same is true, to a more limited degree, with

reference books and selection aides.

The curriculum was similar to that offered on many college

campuses, as the abbreviated course outlines show. The diffi-

cult part of the instructional component was juggling schedules

and arranging meeting places, as the enclosed samples reveal.

Following are abbreviated course outlines and schedules.

COURSE OUTLINE: L. SC. 432 (PRODUCTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS)

(2 weeks on each topic)

I. Introduction
"Hands on" operation of equipment

II. Overhead Transparencies

III. Tape Recordings (Audio)

IV. Video Recordin

V. 35mmCameras -- Candid snapshots, close-up photography,
making color slides from book material

VI. 35mm Cameras -- Darkroom Techniques

VII. 8mm Movie Cameras

VIII. Making Filmstrips from Slides
Reviews for Final Exams

20



11.

COURSE OUTLINE: L. SC. 437 (SELECTION OF MATERIALS FOR
LIBRARIES AND MEUIA CENTERS)

(2 weeks on each topic)

I. Introduction
Determining Needs and Wants (School, Community)
Identifying Instructional Materials

II. Selection Criteria and Evaluation
Special Criteria for Indian Collections

III. Selection Aids and Reviewing Sources

IV. Book Reviews, Reviewing, Notes and Annotations
Reviews of Indian Materials

V. Selection of Print Materials:
Fiction
Non-Fiction (Literature, Fine Arts, Religion, Philosophy,

Social Sciences, History, Psychology, Science and
Technology, Biography and Travel)

Reference Books
Periodicals
Textbooks
Vertical File Materials

V . Selection of Non-Book Materials:
Film (35mm filmstrips, 8mm, 16mm, slides)
Sound Recordings (phono records, audio tapes)
Transparencies
Games
Kits
Programmed Materials
Microforms
Video
Other (study prints, maps, globes, realia, models)

VII. Selection Policies
Censorship

VIII. Building, Maintaining and Evaluating the Collection
Balancing the Collection
Gifts
Weeding
Building an Indian Collection

21



12.

COURSE OUTLINE: L. SC. 427 (CLASSIFICATION AND CATALOGING)

I. Course Requirements
Introduction to Descriptive Cataloging

II. Descriptive Cataloging using uncataloged books from
day schools (3 sessions)

III. Review of Descriptive Cataloging
Mid-Term Exam

IV. Classification

V. Subject Cataloging

VI. Non-book Cataloging -- Filmstrips (individual and sets)

VII. Non-book Cataloging -- Kits, Motion Pictures, Slides,
Transparencies, Videorecords

VIII. Non-book Cataloging -- Audio records
Filing Rules (review)

COURSE OUTLINE: L. SC. 433 (AUDIOVISUAL METHODS)

I. Discussion of Required Projects; minimum course
requirements

II. Instructional Unit for Day Schools as Group Project

III. Storyboarding Instructional Unit

IV. Preparing Photographic Transparencies for Instructional
Unit

V. S'-oryboarding Individual Projects (2 sessions)

VI. Graphics: Layout, Lettering, Use of Color

VII. Perception, Communirltion and Learning Theory

VIII. Viewing Student Projects
Advantages of Media by Type

2 2
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COURSE OUTLINES: L. SC. 351 (PROBLEMS)
(SUMMER SESSION) L. SC. 429 (WORKSHOP)

SERIES OF TWO-WEEK MINI-COURSES:

I. REFERENCE
A. Examination of and practice sheets on Dictionaries,

Encyclopedias, Yearbooks, Almanacs, AtlasesB. Examination of and practice sheets on Pers.odical
Indexes, Biographical Dictionaries, Bibliographies,Books of curious facts, customs, folklore, mythologyC. Examination of and practice sheets on ReferenceBooks on Indian Culture

D. Visit-t-o-large reference department (State Libraryin Santa Fe, Zimmerman Library at UNM) to talk with
reference librarians. Half day: Where to callin New Mexico (contacts, sources)

II. CHILDREN'S LITERATURE AND STORYTELLING MINI-COURSE

A. Review and re-examination of selection sources
Bibliographies and examination copies of various

types of children's books (classics, animal
stories, fantasy, etc.)

B. Reading and annotations of children's books
Viewing and annotating of other media: records,

filmstrips, etc.
C. Storytelling and storytelling aids
D. Telling of Indian stories using aids

III. PROGRAMMING AND SERVICES
A. At American Library Association Conference

Assignment: Critique and Report on Conference6. (As above)
C. Assessment of needs at day schools and developmentof individual programs for the coming school

year
D. Preparing publicity for programming and services;

Estimating costs of services

IV. ADMINISTRATION
A. Ordering procedures (field visit to BIA agency offices)Cost accounting

Receiving procedure
B. Organizing technical processing for efficiency

Physical facilities and how to improve them
C. PPBS (planning, programming, budgeting)

Program budgeting
U. Training student aides

Developing a library handbook (including training
procedures, circulation rules, notes on technical
processing)

23



14.

springll 4hdFormal clasSes were taught during the fa to

Northern Pueblos Agency trainees on a rotating bdsis at each

NPA project school. This gave the partici pants the advantages

of having a shorter distance to travel as well as becoming

acquainted with the collections and facilities at pach of

project schools. Classes normally met on MondaYs.

the

SCHEDULE FOR FALL SEMESTER (September 3-December 17, 1973)

Northern Puublos Agency

MON. Group class, *NPA, L. Sc. 432, L. Sc. 437

TUES. San Juan, Practicum, Ed. Fnds. 300

WED. Taos, Practicum, Ed. Fnds. 300 (A.M.)

THURS., Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, Practicum, Ed. Fnds 300
(Santa Clara, A.M., San Ildefonso, P.M,)

FRI. Day off

SAT. Group class, at *UNM, *SPA, L. Sc. 432, L. sc. 437

Practicum for NPA: Weeks of September 3 and 17; October 1,
15, and 29; November 12 and 26. December 12.

sClasses for NPA: Every Monday (Meeting at choccis by turn
i.e., Santa Clara on 9/17; San juan,on 9%24;
San Ildefonso on 10/1; Taos 04 10/8)

Southern Pueblos Agency

MON. Group class, *NPA, L. Sc. 432, L. Sc. 437

TUES. Isleta, Practicum, Ed. Fnds. 300 (A.M.)' *UNM, P.M.

WED. Jemez and Zia, Practicum, Ed. Fnds 300 (J erbey, A.M.
Zia, P.M.)

THURS. San Felipe, Practicum, Ed. Fnds. 300 (A.M.

* NPA - Northern Pueblos Agency
UNM - University of New Mexico
SPA - Southern Pueblos Agency

2 4



15.

FRI. Day off

SAT. Group class, at UNM, SPA, L. Sc. 432, L. Sc. 437

Practicum for SPA: Weeks of September 10 and 24; October 8 and22, November 5 and 19; December 3 and 17

Driving time (from Santa Fe):
Isleta - 1;1 hours San Juan - 45 minutesJemez - 1; hours Santa Clara - 35 minutesSan Felipe - 45 minutes Taos - 111 hoursSan Ildefonso - 31 hour Zia - 14 hours

NOTE: The only deviations from the above schudule will be thosenecessary for working around a holiday (Veteran's Day and Thanks-giving as possibilities),
rearrangements necessary because ofabsence of a trainee or extreme-disability or deep snow pre-venting the Instructor from traveling.

SCHEDULE FOR SPRING SEMESTER (January 21-May 18, 1974)

Courses to be taught are:
L. Sc. 427 - Classification and Cataloging
L.,Sc. 431 - Audiovisual Methods
Ed. Ends. 310 - Practicum

NOTE: In an attempt to cut down travel for trainees and Instruc-tor (because of gasoline prices and shortages), classes will meetfor nine full day sessions and field visits will be made e'veryfour weeks (for a full day) rather than every two weeks for ahalf day.

Northern Pueblos Trainees - Classes
(all

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

classes

21 - At
28 - At
11 - At

meet on Mondays) 9:30 a.m.

Santa Clara
San Ildefonso
San Juan

Feb..25 - At Santa Clara
Mar. 11 - At San Ildefonso
Mar. 25 - At San Juan-
Apr. 8 - At Taos
Apr. 22 - At Santa Clara
May 6 - At Taos

(Three meetings at Santa Clara, two at San Ildefonso, two atSan Juan, two at Taos)

2 5



16.

Southern Pueblos Trainees - Classes
(all classes meet on Saturdays) 9:30 a.m.
Jan. 26 - UNM, Learning Materials Center
Feb. 9 - UNM
Feb. 23 - UNM
Mar. 9 UNM
Mar. 16 - UNM
Apr. 6 - UNM
Apr. 20 - UNM
May 4 - UNM
May 11 - UNM

University of New Mexico Spring Break - March 18-23, 1974New Mexico Library Association Conference (Albuquerque)March 28-30, 1974 .

FIELD-VISIT SCHEDULE (Ed. Fnds. 310, L. Sc. 431)

Northern Pueblos Trainees

Sari Juan - 1/22 (Tues.), 2/19 (Tues.)
3/26 (Tues.), 4/23 (Tues.)

Santa Clara - 2/5 (Tues.), 3/5 (Tues.)
4/9 (Tues.), 5/7 (Tues.)

Taos - 2/6 (Wed.), 3/6 (Wed.)
4/10 (Wed.), 5/18 (Wed.)

San Ildefonso - 2/12 (Tues.), 3/12 (Tues)
4/16 (Tues.), 5/14 (Tues.)

Southern Pueblos Trainees

Isleta - 1/23 (Wed.), 2/20 (Wed.)
3/27 (Wed.), 4/24 (Wed.)

Zia - 1/29 (Tues.), 2/26 (Tues.)
4/2 (Tues.), 4/30 (Tues.)

San Felipe - 1/30 (Wed.), 2/27 (Wed.)
4/3 (Wed.), 5/1 (Wed.)

Jemez - 2/13 (Wed.), 3/13 (Wed.)
4/17 (Wed.), 5/15 (Wed.)

26
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Because Southern Pueblos Agency trainees were not allowed

released time during the school week, these participants had to

travel to the Learning Materials Center College of Education,

University of New Mexico, where Saturday classes were held .

ouring the fall semester classes were held for a full day

weekly. Long sessions became even longer with the spring semes-
ter and the energy crisis,when it was necessary to cut from

sixteen to nine classes for each group because of gasoline

shortages and costs. All courses during the fall and spring

semesters, including the practicum, were taught by one instructor

who travelled-between 500 and 600 miles per week. For the

summer session two instructors were hired part time, one to

work with the Southern Pueblos Agency group, and one for the

Northern Pueblos Agency group. SPA trainees met at the Southern

Pueblos Agency offices in Albuquerque, while the NPA trainees

met at the Espanola Branch of the University of Wew Mexico.

The fall and spring semester Practicums involved on-site

visits at each of the project schools. During the fall on-site

visits were made at each school for one-half day every two weeks.

With the spring gasoline shortages and prices, this was re-

scheduled to one full day, including travel time, every four

weeks, which cut mileage by over 500 miles for the semester.

The shortest travel time, to San Ildefonso, required a two-hour

round trip while the longest, to Isleta, required a four-hour

round trip.

While activities during the Practicums embraced everything

from swapping apples and pears from Velarde for green chili and
\
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bread from Isleta to painting book stacks, emphasis was on
internal organization of the libraries. With the exception of
the Taos Day School Library, none had been properly organized
for efficient retrieval. Activities centered on technical
processing (accessioning, property stainping, labeling), sorting
and filing of shelf list and other catalog cards, classification
and cataloging, weeding out out-dated or inappropriate materials
shifting entire collections, setting up circulation procedures,
improving library environments and, of course, discussing local

18.

situations.

Administration

The staff employed tc facilitate this Institute was minimal.
A full time Secretary, a full time Instructor and a one half
time Director completed the staff.

The fact that the sites were so scattered and the staff
so small did create some strain on both the Director and the
Instructor. Coordination and communication required constant
\effort. The participants were often not easily accessible by
phone due to the lack of telephones on the reservations, and
the over use (resulting in tied-up lines) of those which do
exist -- usually at the school or tribal offices.

Because of her part time status, the Director had to main-
tain many University duties as well as to direct the Institute,
and there were often conflicting

demands upon her time. Much
of the Institute's time was tied up in travelling. The Director
recommends that any Institutes of a similar nature that might
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be written in the future consider using two part time instructors
as opposed to one full time, and that the Director allocate
more than half of his or her time to the project.

The budget would have been adequate had the big energy
crisis of 1973-74 not have happened. The escalation of gasoline
prices along with the shortage of it created a real emergency
with staff travel, since one of the important elements of the
Institute was on-site instruction. Some revamping of scheduled
site visits and planned instructional sequences was necessitated
(see Spring Schedule). This revision did not noticeably hamper
the expected outcomes of the Institute.

Because of the nature of the Institute, extensive coordina-
tion with other agencies and institutions was necessary. Appre-
ciation is extended to many of these in the Forword. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs, especially at the Agency level, was coopera-
tive and supportive of the Institute. The principals at the
eight sites varied in their enthusiasm, but most of them offered
both the particioants and the staff assistance and encouragement.
Program officer Frank Stevens, from the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion's Division of Library 'Programs, was helpful in many ways,
and was able to visit the sites personally. His suggestions and
assistance were a valuable asset to the Institute staff and
participants.
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E. Unique Features

The most unique feature of this Institute is that it is
"on-site." The instruction-training was taken to the partici-
pants rather than bringing the participants to the training
institution, like in most training programs.

Another and perhaps controversial feature (from a profes-
sional 'point of view) was that these aides were trained to "run"
a library and, fact, function in a pro-fessional capacity
upon completion of their training. "Professionals" can and will
argue the pro's and con's of this point, but the facts are that
basically no library service was provided to these eight schools
before the implementation of this Institute, and the Director
is convinced that trained aides are a 100 percent improvement
over nothing. "Professionals" can wail and gnash their teeth
over such despicable events all they want. The trained aides
were at the completion of the Institute doing commendable jobs,
and there are now libraries and library services where there
were none before. So perhaps the users -- hundreds of Indian
children -- can settle any potential argument.

F. Major Strengths

One of the major strengths of the Institute was that it
trainee Native Americans in their own environment to work with
their own people. A major tenet of the Director is that it is
easier and wiser to train Indian people in library skills than
it is to take an outsider (non-Indian) and try to train them
in a specific culture. The point being that Indian culture is
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complex, and even with diligent effort few non-Indians ever
succeed in really understanding it. Too many Institutes take
a minority person out of their environment, bring them to a
training institution, and then expect them to return to work in
their native community,often overlooking the fact that there
may not be a job for them, or that their training has over-
qualified them for jobs that do exist. In this Institute job
placement was built into the design of the program (see Intro-
duction, above).

The skills, both cognitive and affective, of the Instructor,
Janet Raumer, were another strength of the Institute. Not only
was her knowledge of library science and media superb, but she
also possessed a great sensitivity for Indian people. Her
experience as librarian at the Institute of American Imdian
Arts in-Santa Fe provided her

*1

with a wealth of knowledge that
related to this Institute. Her commitment and dedication to
the Institute goals and to the participants was a major factor
in the success of the Institute.

The quality and spirit of the participants was also an
Institute strength. The Director believes the quality of the
participants is directly attributable to the recruitment method
used (see page 2 of

Introduction, above) and to the program
design (on-site). All of the trainees were highly motivated
because of the upward mobility that successful completion of
the training offered and because they could immediately apply
what they learned.
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G. Major Weaknesses

The great distances involved combined with the Unantici-

pated energy crisis could have been obstacles precluding a

successful Institute had the Instructor and the trainees not

been willing to adapt to a revised plan. Their versatility

and determination, however, surmounted these two potentially

restrictive elements.

When coordinating a project with eight different. adminis-

trators upon whose cooperation the Project largely depends, a

. great amount of tact, diplomacy and mutual understanding is

required. There were times when these aspects seemed to have

room for improvement (see Naumer's reports in the section on

Training Sites, below). In general, however, the principals

were responsive to oiir requests.

The predominant weakness, but one which is no fault of the

Institute, is that,upon completion of the Institute the partic-

ipants will be working in their individual schools with no'

professional assistance or supervision. The Bureau of Indian

Affairs, with all of its hierarchical structure and educational

specialists at the Agency and Area levels, includes no library

or media spucialists at those levels. Therefore, the aides

will ve functioning without the benefit of professional

(librarian/media) supervision.

H. Conclusions

The Director believes that the Institute was a resounding

success. The clearest evidence of this conclusion is the
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performance of the aides on the job. Pre- and post-site visits

revealed in most instances An enormous change in the individual

school libraries. Those libraries which existed prior to the

implementation of this Project, but which were mostly unorgan-

ized collections of miscellaneously selected items strewn about

in the room or space referred to as "the library," became

orderly and functional. Systematic selection of new materials

wis initiated and basic library services provided. In some

instances, such as at San Juan, no library existed prior to

this Project. At the conclusion of the Project each of the

'eight sites had a functional library, though it was evident

that much work was left to be done. Facilities varied greatly,

ranging from a dark closet space at Santa Clara to a new, large,

bright and comfortable mobile unit at Jemez, but each aide had

organized existing cbllections and initiated services to the

extent that released time, facilities and materials and equipment

permitted.

An outstanding example of what maximum commitment on the

part of the school principal and aide could produce was San

Felipe. Here the principal assigned the aide full time to the

library and provided a large, carpeted room for her use. By

the end of the Institute this aide, Cordelia Romero, was providing

teachers and students with a full range of media services,

fncluding production of materials, photographic reproduction,

video taping, etc.
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Another evidence of success was the low dropout rate of
the participants. Only one, the aide from Taos, dropped out
of this program. This was due to the fact that her husband
had taken a job out of state and the family moved.

Seven of the eight original participants completed the
training. Tnree of:these, Mildred Naranjo, Kella Maes and
Sophia Sanchez, were awarded their Associate of Arts degrees
and indicated that they planned to pursue an advanced degree.
Three others, Pauline Panana, Cordelia Romero and Mildred Shendo,
continued to enroll in regular courses at the University of New
Mexico, and.stated that they were firmly committed to completing
a bachelor'sAegree. Only one of the seven remaining in the

r
Project did not plan to pursue an advanced degree. This hight
level of commitment to become fully certified teacher/librarians
is further evidence of the success of the Institute.

Th-e Institute, then, clearly made an impact on the eight

participating schools, as well as upon the individual trainees.
This resulted in the implementation of library/media services
affecting hundreds of Pueblo school children, and seven of the
eight aides showed enthusiasm for and a commitment to a pro-
fesstonal career in librarianship.

c.

One of the more important,consequences of this InstituteTo's

is that it became a mouel and was replicated (with variations)
at,other sites, including Fort-Wright College in Spokane,

Washington, and in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The Director believes
that this Institute can serve as a feasible model, and need only
to be adapted as individual situations dictate. The only major
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recommended changes would be to try to involve sites that are

closer together in order to cut down on the amount of travel.

It also might be advantageous to secure principals' commitments

(providing a facility, release time for the aide, etc.) in

writing.
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INTR DUCTION

Each aide participated in a practicum which involved

working in her own school library. None of.the libraries

were professionally staffed, and only one or two of the aides

had previously worked in the library. Therefore, for the

most part, it was a completely new experience for them. The

Instructor, Janet Naumer, spent a portion of her time directly

supervising this practicum. This component of the training

program allowed the aide to get individual and very pragmatic

assistance. It also enabled Mrs. Naumer to individualize this

instructional component. Dy working in this manner, the two

were able to make the library a more visible and viable unit

within the school, and provide the aide with a meaningful

learning experience.

Nrs. Naumer, who was greatly concerned about the further

development of the library upon completion of the Training
Project, spent ,siderable time and effort in assessing each

library's needs in making a set of recommendations for
each site. It was also hoped that these sets of recommendations

,would further'convince the principals that a full library staff
was indeed needed, Mrs. Naumer's recommendations for further

improvement of eacn training site library and her brief summary
of progress and problems follow.
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More problems than progress would have to be the summation
of the Project at Isleta Day School. At the outset it appeared
that opportunities to develop a library/media center were very
favorable. The trainee selected had already worked in the
library a year. Among her assets, aside from a business col-
lege education, are a warm, friendly,

outgoing personality,
cheerful disposition, intelligence and a neat appearance.

When classes began the trainee made several transparencies
and did laminating for teachers, borrowed many books for library

44,4'

use which she continued to do throughout the year, and began
storytelling in the library.

The first field visit brought some disturbing elements to
light. Another aide, who had not been selected for the program,
took the Instructor aside and asked to come into the program.
This was not possible, and just how much factionalism grew out
of it is unknown. The principal objected to the removal of a

1939 set of World Book encyclopedias, the only such Set in the
reference collection, because of theie value. The ijbrary
itself was cluttered with a variety of equipment, unused teach-
ing materials and such items as a complete, recently purchased
set of the Hardy Boys. To add to the general disorganization
was the constant clatter of computers in an adjacent room
which had not been soundproofed.

During subsequent field visits stacks were shifted, the
collection was sorted by classification and shifted, and work
was begun on technical processing and correction of card
catalog filing. Among the trainee's objectives were the
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cataloging of all books, most of which had not been ordered

preprocessed, rearrangement of shelves and tables for a more

open atmosphere, better storage of equipment and instructional

materials, to weed and exchange some books from the collection,
to update the Indian, career, space and biography areas, and
to begin services such as research for material, videotaping,
laminating and circulating annotated book lists.

Enter ESEA Title I. Unfortunately, because of budgetary

problems, some of the project day schools hired trainees with
Title I funds. One of the restrictions of this type of fund-
ing is that personnel must work with "target" children. When
the reading specialist, also hired with Title I monies, arrived,
she was designated as the trainee's supervisor. From that time
on, little or no progress was made in the library since the
trainee was involved in a myriad of Title I activities.

Because of various points of view, it has been impossible

to determine exactly how much time per week the trainee was .

alloted for library activitiet wever, the Instructor noted
that there was difficulty, at times, freeing her time for the

Practicum during field visits. Also, the total lack of for-

ward motion in establishing a library/media center became
apparent.

Early in the spring semester a Title II proposal was
written for Isleta Day School in which the trainee had no

involvement. The proposal was funded and the trainee had no
involvement in the selection of materials, even though she
had just completed an intensive course in selection, which

4 1



included writing a selection policy which was not adopted.

Added to this and at the same time, was a disparity in atti-

tude which showed up as a result of surveys of staff, students

and community pueblo adults on library informational needs.

In summarizing questionnaire results, the Instructor added

fuel to the fire by making value judgments which brought on

the immediate wrath of some staff members. The final two field

vi5its were eliminated, and time was invested at another SPA

school actively involved in setting up a new library.

As a final note to a rather dismal situation, even though

this trainee was closest to the New Mexico State Library Con-

vention in Albuquerque she was not released to attend, and

she was the sole SPA trainee not released to photograph the

Smithsonian prints of her pueblo (circa 1900) at.the Institute

of American Indian Arts. Apparently this school intends to

hire a professional next year.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT oF DAY SCHOOL LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTERS

Field visits ended with the close of the semester on May 18,1974, but it is hoped that this will mark not the end, butthe beginning of growth for all the day school library/mediacenters and their staffs. Individual critiques for eachschool, prepared by the Project Instructor, may serve asguidelines for further improvement of collections, facilitiesand services.

NAME OF SCHOOL: ISLETA DAY SCHOOL

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Catalogin9 and Technical Processina:

1. Shelf list cards need to be separated, accession numbers_and special funding (Title I or II) put on each, and filed bycall number (as books are arranged on the shelf).

2. A complete inventory sould be taken at the end of eachschool year, checking each book against shelf list cards inorder to ascertain (a) which books are not cataloged, (b) exactnumber of books in collection and each section of collection,(c) wnat books were lost, and (d) exact number of books purchasedwith special funding (Title I or II).

3. Other catalog cards (author, title, subject and otheradded entries) need to be completed with call numbers and inter-filed alphabetically by whatever is on the top line, in thecard catalog.

4. Commercial catalog cards need to be purchased for themany books in the collection which were ordered without catalogcards. (Most companies sell card sets for 35t per set, whichis considerably less expensive than attempting to do originalcataloging.)

5. Many books still need labels, circulation cards andpockets, date due slips, etc.

6. Non-book materials need to be listed and cataloged astime allows.

7. Processing materials are needed such as an accessionstamp, property stamp, wide plastic backing for books, stick-onlabels, etc.

8. A systematic plan for technical processing needs to bedeveloped and written out so that students and other aides mightassist in this time-consuming chore (stamping, accessioning,typing circulation cards and pockets, putting date due slips inbooks).
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Circulation:

1. Circulation systeM for staff and lor students needs tobe clarified. .A poster shOwing how to check outHmaterials wouldbe advisable.

Collection:

1. The collection, although sufficient in number, is quiteweak. The referense section lacks a single up-to-date encyclo-pedia, atlas, dictionary or almanac. The indial collection,social science, literature and history sections are weak andneed "weeding" and updating. The fiction collection needs tobe weeded drastically. (The intrinsic value of a complete setof the Hardy Boys to students in 1974.is queitionable.) Manymore "easy reading" books need to be added. The non-book collec-tion is especially weak. Film loops sound filmstrips andrecordings need to be added.

2. 1740 funds should be alloted in the 1406, 1407 and 1409categories each year. It takes time and steady funding to builda strong collection. Selection should be done by persons withtraining in this area and who know the present collection inorder to avoid unnecessary duplication.

3. Suggest that staff be given supplies of "want" cards(which can be purchased very inexpensively at any library supplyhouse) and that their requests, along with selections made bythe library aide, be kept on file and reviewed at least twicea year for purchase.

4. Suggest that a selection policy be adopted and a selec-tion committee, which would include library personnel, be estab-lished as soon as possible.

b. Suggest that non-book materials be previewed by thecommittee prior to purchase.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Library Furniture and Library Arrangement:

1. New stacks are needed, preferably counter height, metaland in bright colors.

2. New library furniture would greatly enhance the area;specifically, bright colored chairs, reading tabes, softcushions or bean bags.

3. Library needs a card catalog (recommend wood laminateand plastic type).

4. Wall-to-wall acoustical flooring would greatly reducenoise and make area much more pleasant.
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5. Present arrangement-i-s confusing; however, because of
limitations imposed by the computer section and lack of shelving,
not much can be done. Should immediately make one improvement:
sections should be clearly labeled, i.e., Reference, Easy Reading,
Fiction, Biography, Indian Collection, and 100's through 900's.(Labels can be purchased inexpensively or can be made with posterboard and Pres-type letters.)

6. Magazine section needs to be labeled by title of maga-
zine and provisions made for storage of back issues. Only cur-
rent issues should be on the rack.

7. A large Dewey Decimal Classification chart should be
purchased (not expensive and available from any library supplyhouse) .

8. Room needs to be painted; then decorated with bright
posters. As is, it is dismal.

Location and Layout:

1. When practicable, computer section should be relocated.
This would cut down greatly on noise as well as allowing for
expansion. The computer section might be converted into a
teacher resource and AV area.

2. Cabinets which presently house teaching materials and
form a divider in the library should be moved against wall, thus
allowing expansion for the library. (This probably cannot be
done until the computer section is moved.)

SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING (They make or break a library/media
center)
Students nave been given copies of the following material:

Gave, Mary V. Library Activities Checklist for Elementary
School Libraries.

Darling, Richard. IMC-Library Services
Case, Robert N. Criteria of Excellence Checklist
Martin, Betty. "Suggestions for the Media Specialist and

His Role in the Instructional Program and Promoting the
Use of the School Library Media Center."

Further work will be done on programming and services during
summer sessions. It is strongly suggested that each trainee
first work with her principal and then the staff to draw up a
list of services and programs for fiscal year 1975 plus objec-tives for the future.

1. Regular classes whicn are not library-related should
meet elsewhere, thus freeing space for library instruction, class
projects uepending on library materials, storytelling, etc.
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2. Displays should be changed weekly (a large bulletinboard is needed for this purpose). Such displays should promotereading and other library activitie:

3. Short book lists, annotated, should be prepared aleast monthly to spark students' interest in reading.

4. Infdrmation regarding new materials available for pur-chase should be distributed tc appropriate staff members as itarrives in the library.

5. Teachers should be informed on a regular basis of allf=new materials to be added to the collection.

6. Special storytelling hours should be planned for youngerstudents. These may include hand puppets, audio-visual materialsand acting out of stories.

7. Library instruction should be given to students on acooperatively planned basis, preferably so that it fits in withcurriculum. All students need to know the location of materialsand how to check out materials. Older students can learn theuse of the card catalog and can begin to learn research methodsas they are relevant to curriculum.

8. The library should consider adding facilities for makingoverhead transparencies, dry mounting and photography, whichwould aid teachers in the preparation of special audio-visualmaterials. (Students are also adept at producing materials.)
9. Effective progress in reading, as shown by studies, canbe acnieved through keeping reading cards on selected studentsand aiding them in selection. This should be done with the fullcooperation and assistance of teachers.

10. The use of non-book materials by students should bepromoted as another access to learning.

11. Librarian can give short book talks to students eitherin library or classrooms.

12. Special subject bibliographies should be prepared forteachers working on special projects.

MEDIA EQUIPMENT NEEDED

If more room can be alloted, suggest that at least four to sixstudy carrels be included with the following equipment for usein the library by individual students: headphones, record player,sound/filmstrip projector, rear projection screen (small), film-strip viewer, super 8mm loop projector, carousel projector.
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PROFESSIONAL TOOLS NEEDED

1. Books in Print or Children's Books in Print

2. Sears List of Subject Headings, 10th ed.

3. Dewey Decimal Classification, 10th ed.

34.

4. don-Book Materials: The Organization of IntegratedCollections

5. Audiovisual Equipment Directory

6. School Library Journal

7. Guide to Reference Books (Enoch Pratt Library)

8. (Recent and excellent) School Library Media CenterProcedures (Demco Educational Corp., $2.50)

ROTE: Trainee was given complete publication information neededfor ordering the above materials in October, 1973.
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After fire leveled Jemez Day School in December, 1972, the

task of planning new facilities was begun. Careful consideration

and much planning went into the new library/media area, pre-

processed books were ordered with Title II funds, and donations

of textbooks and library books poured in from all over the

country. As of September, 1973, a new cafeteria had been built

and three prefabricated, metal classroom buildings were in oper-

ation. Two more, one of which was to house the principal's

office and,the IMC, were expected momentarily. The project par-

ticipant was hired, out of regular funds, as an IGE (Individual-

ized, Guideo Education) clerk with the additional responsibility

of setting up the library/media area.

During the fall semester the Instructor and the trainee

worked on property stamping and accessioning of preprocessed

books as well as sorting of catalog card sets, but were hampered

by the necessity of working in the cafeteria and having to stop

during the lunch hours. Some work was done on sorting of text-

books stored on an open porch of one of the classroom buildings

until it was discovered that rattlesnakes had found their way

into that area.

The building was finally in operation in February, 1974,

but witnout the library furniture which had been ordered months

previously. The trainee, with the voluntary assistance of staff

and parents, managed to complete the enormous task of sorting

out thousands of pounds of textbooks. Working together, the

Instructor and trainee completed work on preprocessed books and

the trainee began circulating books in March.
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Library furniture, including stacks, circulation desk,

study carrels, tables and chairs, and a card catalog and maga-

zine rack, arrived and was assembled in April. It was then

possible to sort and place preprocessed books on the shelves

and begin the next lengthy job of weeding, labeling and classi-

fying donated books.

By the end of field visits in May, all donated books had

been weeded, all of the fiction and easy reading had been labeled

and classified, and the remaining volumes had been rough sorted

by Uewey Decimal Classification number. Although much work

remains to be done, especially cataloging of donated books and

non-print materials, there is evidence of strong support of and

,interest in having an active library/media operation from prin-

cipal and staff alike. The trainee will be given extra

and possibly the assistance of a professional BIA librarian during

the summer months.

Armed with a business college background, good organiza-

tional ability, and a quiet sense of humor, this trainee has

-the capability of making a significant contribution to the school.

She has shown great natural ability with super 8mm film and is

a crackerjack typist as well. The latter capability, it might

be noted, caused her to do a considerable amount of extra typing

for staff until such work was curtailed by the principal:

All indications are that this facility will receive 1740

support. If internal organization can be completed this summer,

solid programming and services can be implemented during the

coming school year so that optimum utilization 3f this potentially
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excellent IMC can be realized. Specific suggestions and recom-

mendations are included on the following pages.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF DAY SCHOOL LIBRNRY/MEDIA CENTERS

Field visits ended with the close of the semester on May 18,1974, but it is hoped that this will mark not the end, but thebeginning of growth for all the day school library/media centersand their staffs. Individual critiques for each school, pre-pared by the Project Instructor, may serve as guidelines forfurther improvement of collections, facilities and services.

NAME ,OF SCHOOL: JEMEZ DAY SCHOOL

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Cataloging and Technical Processing:

I. Shelf list cards need to be filed by call number withineach section (i.e., Reference, Easy Reading, Fiction, Biography,Short Stories, Indian Collection, 100's-900's) and placed inseparate drawer in card catalog.

. A complete inventory should be taken at the end of eachschool year, checking each book against shelf list cards inorder to ascertain (a) which books are not cataloged, (b) exactnumber of books in collection and each section of collection,(c) what books were lost, and (d) exact number of books purchasedwith special funding (Title I or II).

3. Other catalog cards need to be interfiled alphabeti-cally, in the card catalog, by whatever is on the top line (seeALA Filing Rules).

4. Commercial catalog cards need to be purchased for themany donated books in the collection. (Most are sold forper set which is considerably less expensive than attempting todo original cataloging. Some original cataloging will be neces-sary since cards will not be available for all titles.)

5. Many books still need labels, circulation cards andpockets, date due slips, etc. A systematic plan for technicalprocessing needs to be developed and written out so that studentsand other aides might assist in this time-consuming chore.
6. Non-book materials need to be listed, the list circu-lated to staff, and later cataloged as time allows.

7. Processing materials such as a school library propertystamp, circulation cards and pockets, wide plastic backing forbooks and stick-on labels are needed.

3. Textbooks should be separated and clearly marked insections according to discipline.
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9. Paperbacks should be weeded, put in sectiOns by readinglevel, and some of those weeded should go to classrooms. Adviseagainst cataloging paperbacks. Perhaps they can be consideredexpendable and put into a "put and take" area.

Circulation:

1. A circulation system for staff and students needs to bedeveloped and a large poster showing students how to check outmaterials should be placed at the circulation counter.
Collection:

1. This collection is rather amazing considering that itstarted at point 0 last fall. The reference section needs anup-to-date set of World Book, a new atlas and an almanac. -TheIndian collection should grow much lkrger and the social scienceand history sections are weak. Filmrsoops, sound filmstrips,recordings and other non-book materials need to be added.
2.- 1740 funds should be allocated in the 1406, 1407 and 1409categories each year. It takes both time and steady funding tobuild a strong collection% Selection should be .done by personswith training in,this area and who know the present collectionin order to avoid unnecessary duplication.

3. Suggest that a selection policy be adopted and a selec-tion committee, which would include library personnel, be estab-lished as soon as possible. This committee could preview non-book materials prior to purchase and review requests from the"want" list at least twice a year. (Staff should be given sup-plies of "want" cards which can be purchased
inexpensively fromany library supply house. Their requests, along with selectionsmade by the library aide, can be kept on file to be reviewed bythe library committee.)

4. A.I.E.A. questionnaire results for Jemez might be usedas a guide in shaping
your collection to fit local needs and wants.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Library Furniture and Library Arrangement:
1. Additional shelving is needed, as discussed previously.
2. "Polywog" type chairs or bean bags in bright colorswould brighten up the environment.

3. Wall-to-wall acoustical flooring would greatly reducenoise and make the area more attractive.

4. Teachers' resource area needs to be clearly marked;textbooks and supplemental materials shelved by discipline.

5 4
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b. Large labels are needed on'all shelves, i.e., Reference,
Easy Reading, etc._ A large Dewey Decimal Classification chart
should be purchased and conspicuously Osplayed, and a guide tousing the card catalog should be placed oh top of the card cata--log. (All can be purchased from any library supply house such
as Gaylord, Demco, Highsmith, etc.)

6. Magazine section needs to be labeled by title of magazineand provisions made for storage of back issues. Only currentissues should be on the rack.

7. Wall decorations, possibly made by students, should beconsidered.

Location and Layout:

1. A great deal of thought and planning has obviously goneinto this. When the internal organization is complete along with
library arrangement, this will be a most attractive library/media center.

Media Equipment Heeded:

1. Suggest that study carrels be equipped with the follow-
ing equipment for use in the library by individual students:
headphones, record player, sound/filmstrip projector, rear pro-jection screen (small), filmstrip viewer, super 8mm loop projec-
tor, carousel slide projector.

2. Since library aide has shown great natural ability for
using super Bmm camera, the purchase of one might be considered
for use by botn aide and students in developing special audio- ,visual materials. This would also entail purchase of a projectorand 3mm splicer.

SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING (How to make or break a library/media
center)
Students have been given copies of the following material:

Case, Robert N. Criteria of Excellence Checklist
Darling, Richard, IMC-Library Services
Gayer, Mary V. Library Activities-Checklist for Elemen-

tary School Libraries
Martin, Betty. "Suggestions for the Media Specialist and

His Role in the Instructional Program and Promoting the
Use of the School Library Media Center."

Further work will be done on programming and services during
summer sessions. It is strongly suggested that each trainee
first work with her principal and then the staff to draw up alist of services and programs for fiscal year 1975, plus objec-tives for the future, taking into consideration costs and'per-sonnel time involved.
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1. Reguler classes which are not librarY-related should
meet elsewhere, thus freeing space for library, instruction, class
projects depending on library materials, storytelling, etc.

2. Uisplays should be changed weekly (a large bulletin boardneeded for this purpose). Such displays should promote
reading and other library activities.

3. Short book lists, annotated, should be distributed at
least monthly to spark students' interest in reading.

4. Teachers should be informed on a regular basis of all
new materials added to the collection; also, information regard-ing new materials available for purchase should be distributed
to appropriate staff members as it arrives in the library.

5. Special storytelling hours should be planned far youngerstudents. These.may include hand puppets, audio-visual materials
and acting out of stories.

G. Library instruction should be given to students on a
cooperatively planned basis, preferably so that it fits in withthe curriculum. All students need to know the location of
materials and how to check out materials. Older students can
learn the use of the card catalog and can begin to learn researchmethods as they are relevant to curriculum.

7. "ADD YOUR OWN" -- Many other services may be needed orreiquested by your staff.

PRUTESSIONAL TOOLS NEEDLb

1. Children's Books in Print

2. Sears List of Subject Headings, 10th ed.

3. Dew,e/ Decimal Classification, 10th ed.

4. School Library Journal

5. Guide to Reference Books

6. School Library Media Center Procedures (Demco, 52.50)

NOTE: The trainee was given publication information in October,1973.

5 6
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For the doubtful this school is proof positive, that encour-
agement of personal growth by the principal does indeed result
in the formation of professional attitudes. The project partici-

.

pant at San Felipe is well on her way toward an Associate of Arts
degree, and there is little doubt that she will complete it.

Not only has she been encouraged to pursue college courses,
but also to attend meetings of professional associations such as
the liew Mexico Library Association Conference. Additionally,
she was given the authority to select and order a large number

of materials for the library this spring, which allowed her to

apply what she had learned in the selection course and gain

understanding of the entire acquisition process.

She has done a great deal of storytelling, has set up book
displays and bulletin boards, has been imaginative in her approach
to reader guidance, and, by spring, noted with satisfaction that
the younger children were able to read.

Since only grades K-3 attend this particular day school,

the collection is heavy on easy-to-read books and is the strongest
collection of any of the project schools. Although the collec-
tion had been assembled in a large, pleasant, carpeted room, the
only attempts to organize it had,been made by ultrained per-
sonnel. Some indexing had been done by author and ti-tle, and
carCi catalog sets which had come in with preprocessed books had
been filed in an unorthodox manner without having call numbers

or subject headings typed in or had simply been dumped in boxes.
A large number of books had not been processed or cataloged at
all.
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The first priority established during field visits was the

re-organization of-the 'collection. The entire collection had

to be shifted and arranged into sections such as easy reading,

fiction, Indian collection, reference, sfiort stories, biography

and by Dewey Decimal Classification number. All catalog cards

had to be pulled back into sets, checked for completeness,

shelf list cards separated and call numbers and added entries

typed in. Because this was a large collection, this was a

lengthy, involved process.

The Instructor and trainee attempted to do an inventory in

January so that books could be accessioned and those bought with

Title funds could be marked. However, at that time so many vol-

umes were uncataloged that accuracy was impossible. The emphasis

was shifted back to working on catalog cards and classifying,

processing and cataloging. By the end of the field visits,

there were still approximately two hundrecl Volumes needing work.

It is hoped that the trainee will be able to complete such

:internal organization before school re-opens in the fall.

The trainee had one student assistant who worked with her

daily and will again have an assistant next fall. Throughout

the year, in addition to the tedioUs job of re-organ;zation,

sne circulated materials, worked with target Title I pupils,

made special materials such as bookmarks with very attractve

Indian designs, and was assigned to other classrooms as well.

She had also distributed materials to the health clinic, including

xeroxed copies of health posters to be used as coloring books.
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Among the trainee's objectives are to extend the library

back to a folding door divider and have another light switch

installed so that the area beyond the folding doors can be 1.1ed

to show films without having to switch off the lights in the

library area. She also hones to expand the collection through

the addition of more non-book materials, would like to have more

time to collect resource materials for teachers, and hopes to

establish dry mounting and laminating services.

Since the principal hopes to have the trainee ..!ork full

time in the library next year and will undoubtedly see to it

that 1740 funds are earmarked as needed, a steady growth of

programming, services, collection and equipment seems inevitable.

This principal has been super-supportive in this situation and

the strongest backer of the Title II-13 Institute as a whole.

6 1
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF DAY SCHOOL LIBRARY/MEiDIA CENTERS

f" Field visits ended with the close of the semester on May 18,_
1974, but it is hoped that this will mark not.the end, but thebeginning of growth for all the day school library/media centers
and their staffs. Individual critiques for each school, pre-pared by the Project Instructor, may serve as guidelines for
further improvement of collections, facilitie-5 and services.
NAME OF SCHOOL: SAN FELIPE DAY SCHOOL
INTERNAL ORGANIZATION

Catanging and Technical Processing:
1. A complete inventory should be taken at the end of eachschool year, checking each book against shelf list cards in order

to ascertain (a) which books are not cataloged, (b) exact number
of books in collection and each section of collection, (c) what
books were lost, and (d) exact number of books purchased withspecial funding (Title I or II). (It takes two people to do aninventory efficiently.)

2. Commercial catalog cards should be purchased for uncat-
aloged books in the collection. (Most sets cost 35, which is
much less expensive than doing original cataloging.)

3. Work still remains to be done on the card catalog. Shelf
list cards- have been filed by call number and arranged in sec-
tions, as the books appear on the shelves, and placed in a sep-
arate drawer in the card catalog. However, other cards stillneed work,such as call numbers and subject headings, and inter-
filing alphabetically by top line (ALA Filing Rules) is not yetcomplete.

4. Many of the uncataloged books still need labels, circu-lation cards_and pockets, etc. (A systematic plan for technical
processing needs to be developed and written out so that studentsand other aides might assist in this time-consuming task.)

5. Processing materials such as a school library property
stamp, an accession stamp, plastic backing for books and circu-lation supplies are needed.

G. Non-book materials should be listed, the list circulated
to staff, and later cataloged as time allows.

Circulation:

41. Circulation policies for students and staff should bewritten cut. A poster showing students how to check out materialsshould be placed at the circulation counter.
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Collection:

1. Collection is quite good and especially strong in the"easy reading" catagory. New reference materials needed arean up-to-date World Book and Compton's Precyclopedia, atlas,almanac, and elementary level dictionary. Social science, his-tory. literature -- especially poetry and Indian collections --should be strengthened. More non-book materials for use byindividual students need to be added, such as super 8mm filmhloops,sound filmstrips, recordings, etc.

2. Since 1740 funds have been alloted in the 1406 and 1407categories, it mtght be assumed that steady funding will be con-tinued so that a strong collection can be built.

3. Suggest that a selection policy be adopted and a selec-tion committee, including the library aide, be established assoon as possible. This committee could preview non-book materialsprior to purchase and review requests from the "want" list atleast twice a year. (Staff should be given supplies of "want"cards, which can be purchased from any library supply house.Their requests, along with selections made by the library aide,can be kept on file to be reviewed by the library committee.)
4. N.I.E.A. questionnaire results for San Felipe might beused as a guide in shaping your collection to fit needs.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Library Furniture and Library Arrangement:

1. Strongly suggest that library area be enlarged to extendas far as the folding door dividers and that a separate lightswitch be installed so that lights in the area beyond the foldingdoor can be turned off to view films without turning off the1Grary lights.

2. Additional library shelving is needed; also, additionalsection needs to be added to the card catalog.

3. Suggest the addition of bright colored chairs or beanbags or even large cushions.

4. Suggest adding at least four individual study carrels("wet" type).

5. Suggest that area beyond the folding door dividers beutilized as a media area and that only multi-media items bestored there with office supplies relocated. Multi-media itemsshould be clearly marked by subject.

6. Library needs labeling: l.abels on shelves clearly mark-ing sections (Reference, Easy Reading, Fiction, Biography, Short

6 3
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Stories, 100's-900's); large Dewey Decimal Classification chart;guide to using the card catalog (all can be purchased from
library supply houses).

7. Library needs a magazine rack. This should be labeledby title of magazine and only current issues should be on therack. Back issues should be stored separately.

Location and Layout:
.

I. Time, money and thought have gone into this facility.The only suggestions are those listed above in the section onLibrary Furniture and Library Arrangement.

Media Equipment Needed:

1. Suggest that study carrels be equipped with the followingfor use in the library by individual students: headphones, recordplayer, sound/filmstrip projector, rear projection screen (small),filmstrip viewer, super 8mm loop projector, carousel slideprojector.

2. Some thought might be given to adding a dry mount press,Thermofax machine and other production equipment to the areabeyond the folding door dividers so that teachers and possiblystudents could develop some of their own audiovisual materials.
SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
Students have been given copies of the following:

Case, Robert N. Criteria of Excellence ChecklistDarling, Richard. IMC-Libraq Services
Gayer, Nary V. Library Activities Checklist for ElementarySchool Libraries
Martin, betty. "Suggestions for the Media Specialist andNis Role in the Instructional Program and Promoting theUse of the School Library Media Center."

Further work will be done on programming and services during summersessions. It is strongly suggested that each trinee first workwith her principal and then the staff to draw up a list of ser-vices and programs for fiscal year 1975 plus objectives for thefuture, taking into consideration costs and personnel timeinvolved.

1. kegular classes which are not library-related shouldmeet elsewhere, thus freeing space for library instruction, classprojects depending on library materials, storytelling, etc.
2. Displays should be changed weekly (a large bulletinboard is needed for this purpose). Such displays should promotereading and other library activities. Your library has a bulle-tin board, but displays should be changed frequently.

6 4
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3. Short, annotated book lists should be distributed atleast monthly to spark studeats' interest in reading.

4. Teachers should be informed on a regular basis of all
new materials added to the collection; also, information regard-ing new materials available for purchase should be distributed
to appropriate staff members as it arrives in the library.

5. Although storytelling is done, it should be implementedwith hand puppets, audio-visual materials and acting out ofstories.

G. Some library instruction should be given to students,
even tnough grades stop at K-3. All students need to know thelocation of materials and how to check out materials.

7. "ADD YOUR OWN" -- Many other services may be needed orrequested by your staff.

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS NEEDED

1. Sears List of Subject Headings, 10th ed.

2. Dewey Decimal Classification, 10th ed.

3. School Library Media Center Procedures (Democ, $2.50)
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Small, neglected San Ildefonso really had no library col-

lection at all except a few books, mostly donations from Save

the Children Federation, which were shelved amung textbook

materials in a multi-purpose room. Selection of a trainee here

was somewhat slow, apparently because of some divisions within
the pueblo.

The first order of business was to separate library books
from textbooks, weed out some outdated materials, and place

Title I materials in a separate section. Next, many library

books which had been in classrooms were returned to the library.

However, because the multi-purpose room was just that -- used for
many activities -- it became apparent that a library area would

have to be sectioned off.

With the assistance of the acting principal at the time,

special shelving was constructed with two sections placed on

casters. When necessary for a large group film showing, this

shelving is rolled back. The Instructor and the trainee painted

all shelving in bright ,orange and apple green colors while the

carpenter painted Indian designs on the top of the rolling sec-
tions.

Next, a filing cabinet, typewriter and stand, and library
supplies were acquired and the trainee began the arduous task of

processing and classifying books. As soon as some had been

labeled, pocketed and carded, circulation of the books began.

By the end of the field work, all titles had been classified and
nearly all were processed. Unfortunately, most remain to be

cataloged, and it is hoped that funds will be made available to

purchase catalog card sets.
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This project participant, oldest of the trainee group, has

shown great creative ability. Her fine recording voice and

active imagination combined to create a charming re-telling of

"Coyote and the Ducks" on a cassette tape, part of which was
in Tewa. She also did a near-perfect set of slides of the San

Ildefonso Feast Day for the school, and her sound/slide set on

San Ildefonso for the Audiovisual Methods course project is

something from which professionals mi 'at learn.

As an example of her abilities, after scanning hary O'Neill'
poetry in .color book, Hailstones and Halibut Bones, she wrote
the following:

Fascinion in Colors

Look around, colors, here and
there and above.
In plants and animals and
people and the heavens.
In everything around us.
Colors to be heard,
Colors to be seen.
Colors to smell,
Colors to touch.

One of the hopes of the day school staff is to have a photo-
graphic darkroom installed in the near futut'-e. If this becomes

a reality this trainee would have much to contribute for, while
she needs more knowledge of the technicalit. of f-stop and

shutter speed adjustments, she has worked in a darkroom and has
an unerring eye for artistic composition in photography.

As a joint effort the trainee, the former acting principal,
the Title Coordiz.ator fo-r Northern Pueblos Agency and the Project

Instructor wrote a Title II grant proposal which was funded.

Subsequently, the trainee, with the assistance of another aide,
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Kathy Sanchez, selected $3,000 in preprocessed library books.

With the arrival of this new material, the collection will be

greatly strengthened. Some excellent donations from Los Alamos
and White Rock have also been received. Additional, immediate
needs are in the areas of non-book and reference materials.

The future of this library is still in question. At this
time, it is not knowl whether or not the trainee will be hired,
even on a part-time basis, for the coming school year. Also,
even though the 'trainee, other librarians and at leas ;'. some staff
members favor re-location of the library to another room, there

is resistance to SUCh a move. It can only be hoped that the

day school staff and the community feel strongly enough about
this year's progress to insist that the library program be con-
tinued.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF DAY SCHOOL LIBRARY/
MEDIA CENTERS

Field visits ended with the close of the semester on May 18, 1974,
but it is hoped that this will mark not the end, but the beginn.(og
of growth for all the day school library/media centers and their
staffs. IndividUal critiques for each school, prepared by the
Project Instructor, may serve as guidelines for further improve-
ment of collections, facilities and services.

NAME OF SCHOOL: SAN ILDEFONSO DAY SCHOOL

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Cataloging and Technical Processing:

I. At the beginning of the sciiool year, no-ne of the books
in the collection was cataloged. Most were notClassified,
neither were they labeled, nor did they have circulation cards
and pockets. All of the classification is now complete and most
have cards and pockets. However, all need catalog cards. M:tse,
should be purchased from a commercTiT source (usually 35 per
set) which is much more ecomical than attempting to do original
cataloging. Original cataloging can be done for those for which
commercial cards are not availabie.

2. After catalog cards are purchased, all must be marked
tqith call numbers, some may need to have titles or subject head-
ings typed in, and shelf list cards must be separated and marked
with accession numbers, number of copies of the title. Shelf
Jist cards must then be filed in a ::eparate drawer by call number,
as the books appear on the shelf, and the remainder of the cards
must be interfiled alphabetically by top line (according to ALA
Filing Rules).

3. When this has been accomplished, a complete inventory
should be done and subsequently done at the end of each school
year, checking each book against shelf list cards in order to
abcertain (a) which books are not cataloged, (b) exact number of
bcos in collection and each section of the collection, (c) what
books were lost, and (d) exact nomber of backs purchased with
special funding (Title I or II). Two people should be assigned
to do inventory.

4. Many of the uncatuloged books need labelv.), circulation
cards, pockets and date due sUps. All will have to be acces-
sioned later. (A systematic plan for technical procc!ssing needs
to be written out so that students and other aides might assist
in this time-consuming chore.)

Circulation:

1. Circulation policies for ztudents and staff should be
written out. A poster showing students how to check out materials
should be placed at the circulation tray.
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CollectiOn:

1. A $3,000 influx of Titie II funds will boost this. col-lection. Howe-4er, in :.rdier to build a strong collection, astead , eve f small, stream of 1740-funds in the 1406, 1407Ind 1 09 cate9orie!:, needs to flow into, this library. The refer-ence seCtion is especially weak and an up-to-datt World Book andCompton':i PrecyClppedIa, along with an atlas, an almanac and
elemantaiv dictionariiT, would be a start. H All other sectionsneed to be expanded and lipdated. Non-book aterials for use byindividual students or 1l groups uf students'should be added,such as sound filmstrips, recordings and super $mm film loops

2. Suggest that a selection policy be adopted and a selec-tion committee,,including the library aideL4 be established assoon aS possible This comMittee could preview noP-book materialsprior to purchase and revieW requests from the "want" list atleast twice a year. (Staff should be given suppTies of "want"cards which :can be Purchased frOm any library s'upply house; asmall supnly is currently Oh hand,in the.library. Their requests,along with selections made'by the library aide, can be kept onfile to be reviewed by the library coMmittee.)

3. N.I.E.A. Questionnaire results for San Ildefonso mightbe used as a guide in shaping your collection to fit needs.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Library Furniture and Library Arrangement:

1. Library arrangement is-curtailed by its present locationin a multi-purpose room. However, some special shelving oncasters has been built and all shelving painted in bright andcheerful colors. This has helped to define the library area aswell as to make it more attractive.

2. A small card catalog should be purchased. (Suggest plas-tic and wood laminate type.)

3. A small, secretarial desk (to hold typewriter) shouldbe furnished for the library aide.

4. Study carrels (housed in another room) might be paintedand utilized.

5. Bright colored "Polywog" type cnairs or bgAn bags mightbe added.

6. Library is in dire need of clear labeling in,organizedsections, i.e., Reference, 100's-900's, Indian Collection, Biog-raphy, Short Stories, Easy Reading, Fiction. Labels can be pur-chased or made using poster board and Pres-type letters.

7 2
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7. Dewey Decimal Classification chart and guide to usingcard catalog should be purchased (inexpensive and availablefrom library supply houses).

8. Wall-to-wall acoustical carpeting would cut noise andmake area more attractive.

Location and Layout:

1. Another, separate room located in the sLcJie building,but to the east of the multi-purpose room has been suggested asa better location by the aide, by the Instructor, by two libra-rians from Los Alamos, and by two evaluators from the NationalIndian Education Association Library Project. Meanwhile, thelibrary remains in the multi-purpose room, where its use isoften in conflict with other activities.

Media Equipment Needed:

1. If the library could be relocated in the room mentionedabove and study carrels there utilized, they might be equippedwith the following for use in the libraq by individual students:headphones, record player, sound/filmstrip projector, rear pro-jection screen (small), filmstrip viewer, super 8mm loop projec-tor, carousel slide projector.

2. Some consideration has 11)een given to establishing adarkroom between the multi-purpose room and the "east" roommentioned above. It is hoped that this becomes an actuality,especially since the library aide has demonstrated considerableability in photogra
r. and can aid staff and students in thisarea.

3. Some thought might LA given to adding a dry mount press,Thermofax machine and other production equipment.either at thisschool or at NPA Office so that teachers and possibly studentscould develop special audio-visJel materials.

SERVICES ANO PROGRAMMING
Students have been given copies of the following:

Case, Robert N. Criterie of Excellence ChecklistDarling, Richard. IMC-Librarv Services
Gayer, Mary V. Library Activities Checklist fo," ElementarySchool Libraries
Martin, Betty. "Suggestions for the Media SpecialistHis Role in the Instructional Program and Promotingthe Use of the School.Likrary Media (,:enter."

Further work will be done on programming and services duringsummer sessions. It is strcngly siiggested that each traineefirst work with her principa" tin this case, possibly the NPAActing Education Director) ar:d then the staff to draw up a list
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of services 'and proijrams for fiscal year 1975, plus objectivesfor the future, taking into consideration costs and personneltime involved.

1. Regular classes which ara not library-related should
meet t.lsewhere, thus free'ing space for library instruction,class projects depending on library materials, storytelling, etc.

2. Uisplays should be changed weekly (a large bulletinboard is neede'd for this purpose). Such displays should promotereading and other library activities.

3. Short, annotated book lists should be distribute,,, atleast monthly to spark students' interest in reading.

4. Special storytelling hours should be planned for youngerstudents. These may include hand puppets, audio-visual materialsand acting out of stories.

5. Teachers should be informed on a regular basis of allnew materials added to the collection.

6. "ADD YOUR OWN" -- Many, many other services are possible,depending upon needs and wants of your staff and students.

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS NEEDED

1. Sears List of Subject Headings, 10th ed.

2. School Library Media Center Procedures (Demco, $2.50) _-recent and excellent.
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In spite of several setbacks, there has been nothing but

progress at San Juan for this school's library 5tarted at point

zero. Last year, the school received Title II funding from

which former staff member Alicia Vigil did an outstanding job

of selecting a beginning collection of books.

The first problem here was in finding a person interested in

the training proposed by the Title II-B Institute. Finally, a

very competent Title I teacher aide was selected. Next came the

problem of finding enough space in a good location. The princi-

pal gave up the anteroom of his office to solve this. Since

absolutely no shelving nor money was available, the next obvious

concern was where to put the books. At this time, as it happened,

Northern Pueblos Agency was closing its warehouse. After per-

mission was given, the principal and a maintenance man took a

pickup truck to the warehouse, tore out shelving and brought the

lumber to San Juan after sharing some of it with Santa Clara

Day School.

Accessioning and property stamping of books and sortng of
catalog card sets had begun when a crisis situation developed

with the serious illness of the trainee. In and out of the

hr -.a! from November through March, she nevertheless managed

ty attend nearly all classes and did a considerable amount of

work in the library in February and March, even though she was

on a leave wthout pay status.

During January, and February the acting principal requested

and was given assistance in the selection of library materials

ordered with 1740 funds. Also at this time, stacks were built
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and painted and the principal's office was moved to a much

smaller area, formerly used as an adult education office. This

gave the library a room for reading and reference work and

magazine storage.

The Instructor weeded out a large collection of donated books

and continued technical processing during the time of the trainee's

illness. As she became stronger, the trainee completed processing

of all but the donated books, finished all work on the catalog

cards, filed the cards and painted a large storage cabinet and

the card catalog. Working together, the Instructor and trainee

moved the shelving into place, placed the books on the shelves

and labeled each area. Working together and separately, the

trainee and Instructor fibished classifying all donated books

to be added to the collection and cataloged several. Some cata-

loging and processing r'emains to be done.

In late April the regular principal returned to the 'school

and the trainee was sent back to the classroom. It was decided

at the school not to open the library facility until the next

school year. Both the Project Director and Instruc discussed

the situation with the principal and hope that a satisft tory

balance between classroom duties and library programming can be

worked out with the trainee for the coming school year.

Time will be needed for technical processing of materials

ordered by the acting principal when they arrive. Additional

time should be spent in conference over the setting up of a

self-circulating system, library instruction and services to

be offered. Without adequate time, materials and money, it is
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possible that this beginning will become no more than a static,

unused collection.

With support and interest from the principal and staff,

this trainee's intelligence and enthusiasm will build the present
start into an active library/media center. The trainee met her

objectives for this year, with the exception of actually circu-

lating books. Among services she hopes to begin as soon as

possible are dry mounting and laminating of instructional mater-
ials for staff members.

It is hoped that support for this facility will

outweigh this year's difficulties. Specific recommendations

and suggestions are outlined in the following pages.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHLR IMPROVEMENT OF LAY SCHOOL LIBRARY/MEDIACLNTERS

Field visits endcd with the close of the semester on May 18, 1974,but it is hoped that this will mark not the end, but the beginningof growth foril day school library/media centers and theirstaffs. Individual critiques for each school, prepared by theProject Instructor, may serve as guidelines for further improve-ment of collections, facilities and services.

AME OF SCHOOL: SAN JUAN DAY SCHOOL

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Cataloging:and Technical Processing:

1. Books ordered during the last fiscalyear with Title IIfunds have been completely processed and cards are in the cardcatalog. Processing and cataloging remains to be done on donatedbooks altnough all have been classified.

ordered With regular funds during,this fiscal yearwill need to be property stamped and acCessioned, and catalogcaras coming with the new books will haVe to be worked on (sep7arating shelf list cards, typing in call numbers and titles andsubject headings as needed, etc.).

3. A systematic plan for technical processing needs to bedeveloped_and written out so that students and other aides mightassist in the time-consuming task of checking in new materials,property stamping, accessioning, putting in cards, pockets, datedue slips, ctc.

4. A numbering machine for accessionin-g needs to be purchased.

5. A complete inventory should be taken at the end of eachschool year, checking each book against shelf list cards in orderto ascertain (a) which books are not cataloged, (b) exact numberof books in collection and each section of collection, (c) whatbooks were lost, and (d) exact number of books purchased withspecial funding (Title I or II). It takes two people to do aninventory efficiently.

Circulation:

1. Circulation policies for students and staff should bewritten out. A poster showing students how to check out materi-als should be placed by the circulation tray.
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Collection:

1. Selection done last year with Title II funds was quitegood, so that this beginning library has some good titles in eachsection. Reference works were not ordered last year, and it ishoped that theY were ordered this spring, since the library lacksjunior encyclopedias such as World Book or Compton's Precyclopediaas well as an atlas, almanac and elementary level dictionaries.Non-book materials for use by individual students need to beadded as soon as possible so that students have access to record-ings, filmstrips, sound/filmstrips, super 8mm film loops, etc.

2. Witn steady funding (1740) in the 1406, 1407 and 1409categories each year, this collection can become an excellentone.

3. N.I.E.A. questionnaire results for San Juan migh't beused as a guide in shaping your collection to fit staff and stu-dent needs and wants.

4. Sugg,Jst that a selection policy be adopted and a selec-tion committee, including the library aide, be established assoon as possible. This committee could preview non-book materialsprior to purchase and review requests from the "want" list atleast twice a year. (Staff should be given supplies of "want"cards, whicn may be purchased from any library supply house.Their requests, along with selections made by the library aide,can be kept on file to be reviewed by the library committee.)

PHYSICAL FACILITIES

1. Specially built and brightly painted shelving is adequateand attractive. Library reading tables and brightly coloredchairs need to be purchased. Some consideration might also begiven to the purchase of "Polywog" type chairs and bean bags.

2. Another card catalog section should be added to thepresent card catalog, which is only four drawers.

3. Suggest adding at least four individual study carrels("wet" type) in reading room.

4. Library needs labeling: labels on shelve- clearly mark-ing sections (Easy Reading, Fiction, Reference, 100's-900's,Indian Collection, Biography, Snort Stories), large Dewey DecimalClassification chart, guide to using the card catalog. (All canbe purchased inexpensively from library supply houses.)

5. Magazine rack should be labeled with tities of magazinesand current iSsues only should be placed on it with other pro-vision being made for storage of back issues.
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6. If a professional section for staff is planned, it should
be clearly labeled as such and probably should be located in the
reading room.*

7. Wall-to-wall acoustical flooring (carpet) would reduce
noise and greatly enhance the entire area.

Location and Layout:

1. Location is central and layout is as convenient as possi-
ble working within the architectural confines of the building.
Lighting, however, is poor.

Media Equipment Needed:

1. Suggest that study carrels, if purchased or built, be
equipped with the following for use in the library by individual
students: headphones, record player, tape recorder (bolted to
each carrel), sound/filmstrip projector, rear projection screen
(small), filmstrip viewer, super 8mm loop projector, carousel
slide projector.

2. A tacking iron is needed for the present dry mount press.
Some thought might be given to purchase of a Thermofax machine
for making transparencies (and other copies) as well as to other
production equipment so that teachers and students can develop
special audiovisual materials.

SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
Students have been given copies of the following:

Case, Robert N. Criteria of Excellence Checklist
Darling, Richard. INC-Library Services
Gayer, Mary V. Library Activities Checklist for Elementary

School Libraries
Martin, Betty. "Suggestions for the Media Specialist and

His Role in the Instructional Program and Promoting
the Use of the. School Library Media Center."

Further work will be done on programming and services during
summer session. It is strongly suggested that each trainee first
work with her principal and then the 'staff to draw up a list of
services and programs for fiscal year 1975 plus objectives for
the future, taking into consideration costs and personnel time
involved.

1. Regular classes which are not library-related should
meet elsewhere, thus freeing space for library instruction, class
projects depending on library materials, storytelling, ett.

2. Displays should be changed weekly on the large bulletin
board in the library. Such displays Should promote reading and
other library activities.

8 2
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3. Short, annotated book lists should be distributed at
least monthly to spark students' interest in reading.

4. Teachers should be informed on a regular basis of all
new materials added to the collection; also, information regarding
new materials available for purchase should be distributed to
appropriate staff members as it arrives in the library.

5. Although storytelling can be done with books only, it
should be implemented with hand puppets, audio-visual materials
and acting out of stories. Regular hours should be planned for
younger students.

6. Library instruction should be rib/en to students on a
cooperatively planned basis, preferably so that it fits in withcurriculum. All students need to know '.%e location of materials
and how to check out materials. Older ,tudents can learn the useof the card catalog and can begin tn learn research methods as
they are relevant to curriculum,

7. "ADO YOUR OWN" -- Many other services may be needed or
requested by your staff.

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS NEEDED

1. Sears List of Subject Headius, 10th ed.

2. School Library Media Center Procedures (0emco, $2.50)
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63.

A frantic phone call to the Instructor from the trainee on

October 11, 1973, marked the demise of what was a fairly good

library facility at Santa Clara. Most of the books in it had

been ordered nreprocessed, using Title II funds, about two years

previously. Before the bulldozers moved in, books had been

sorted, _shelves labeled and work on catalog cards begun.

As the building was being torn down to makway for a new

classroom, books, cards and shelving were removed to another

building, in which it was not possible to work because of lack

of heating and lightinn,

At this point it was agreed to have the trainee work on the

organization of a large claSsroom collection,.a,; we to help

teach students how to make photogramr, dry moJnt Wtogrdphs..

and videotape. She was also used in othee' classrooms as an

aide and, additionally, coached the boys touch football team.

Working with the Instructor and fifth and ..ixth grade tu-

dents, the trainee set up a one-card system for the cl,;.ssroom

collection- and..began classifying, carding, pocketing and label-.

ing of the books. She also did considhle .darkrnom wor k. and

dry mounting and taught several students the rudirents si Yide;)-

taping. -She successfully videotaped da:;-Inng art workshop in

whicn Maria Wolff's Indian students and Mary Lu Denning's "Angio"

students from PiTfon Elementary at White -Rock partiCipated, as

well as producing a videotape of the school's Chriltrias program'

which was presented at the Santa Clara Community Center.

8 6
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After Christmas vacation work on the classroom collection

ceased because of an altercation between the trainee and tne

classroom teacher which, unfortunately, was never resolvedt

The trainee was informed that the library would soon be located

in a house which was being reno:lted and, later, that it would

be put in a large, centrally located classroom along with a

teachers' resource center. Neither materialized, but, finally,

in February a very small space which had been the T.rincipal's

office was designated as the library. Some shelving was placed

in the closet-like cubicle arong with the pre-processed books,

some donated books and text materials. Eventuallf the catalog

cards were tound and d typewriter supplieo.

Once again books were scrted and shelves labeled. Textbook

materials aA inappropriate donations were sorted out and pro-

cessing began on books which had not been prenrocessed. Although

hampered by poor lighting conditions and a leaky ,ias heater, the

trainee completed labels for pv,4-. of the collection as well as

finishing most of the classifi-anion. Work on catalog card

sets was not completed.

During spring semester the trainee was assigned by the prin-

cipal for storytelling hours twice a week in classrooms. This

program appeared to bo guite well received, and the trainee

seemed to enjoy it. However, her discouragement with other

working conditions grew until she resigned'her position two

weeks before the end of the semester.

What the future holds for this collection is quiLe uncertain.

The trainee plans to return to college in the fall and continue

8 7



work toward a G.A. in education. She is very capable in both

audio-visual and library area; but shows a preference for the

former. She could become an excellent media specialist with

farther time and training.

Both the principal and staff at this school are forward

looking and innovative. The principal hopes to hire a media

specialist to develop an active IMC and has applied for funding.

The school has excellent darkroom facilities and adequate equip-

ment. A much larger book collection as well as extensive non-

book ma4arials are needed. Some 1740 funding was given to t'le

library and the trainee had the opportunity to order materials,

most of which were in the referenca category. In spite of the

present situation, it appears that an IMC will become a reality,

but, as always, it will require qualified personnel, space,

furniture, equipment, and time and funding to build a strong

collection.

8 8
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF DAY SCHOOL LIBRARY/MEDIA
CENTERS

Field visits ended with the close of the semester on May 18, 1974,
but it is hoped that this will mark not the end, but the beginningof growth for all day school library/media centers and their staffs.
Individual critiques for each school, prepared by the Project,
Instructor, may serve as guidelines for further improvement cf
collections, facilities and services.

NAME OF SCHOOL: SANTA CLARA DAY SCHOOL

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Cataloging and Technical Processing:

1. Catalog cards for those books in the collection which
were pre-processed were pulled back into sets. Each set _needs tobe marked with call number and any titles or subject headings notprinted on cards needs to be.tYPed in. Shelf list cards ne J tobe separated and have accession numbers r'rked on them as booksare accessioned; also prick, (if known) and number of copies ofany given title. All cards are still in sets in metal card file.

2. Although nearly all books are classified and most are
labeled, many heed to be property stamped with the school name,accessioned and processing finished with circulation cards,
pockets and date due slips.

3. Uncataloged, donated books need complete proceSsing andcataloging. (It is suggested that commercial card sets be pur-chased for all possible titles; cost is about 35 per set. Thisis more economical than attempting to do original cataloging.)

4. A systematic plan for technical processing needs to bewritten out so that students and other aides might assist in the
ttme-consuming Litore of checking in new materials, Propertysi:amping, accessioning, putting in cards, Pockets, date dueslips, etc. (Even pre-processed Looks have to be property stamped,accessioned, and cards sorted and filed.)

5. A numbering machine for accessioning needs to ue purchased.

6. A complete inventory should be taken at the end of each
school year, checking each book against shelf list cards in orderto ascertain (a) which books are not cataloged, (b) exact numberof books in collection and in each section of collection, (c)
what books were lost and (d) exact number of books purchased withspecial funding (Title I or II). (Takes two people to do aninventory efficiently.) Suggest that an inventory be done nextnyear at your school.

8 9
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Circulation:

1. Circulation policies for students and staff should be
written out. A self-circulating system can be set up with the
aid of staff and a poster showing students how to check out
materials should be placed by the circulation tray.

Collection:

1. Collection is small, weak and totally inadequate for a
school this size. Without regular 1740 funding each year iy the
1406, 1407 and 1409 categories, a strong collection cannot he
built. Apparently the last influx of funds was under Title II
ome three years ago. There are no reference books, ve:y few
"easy reading" books and all sectiEns are in great need of well
selected, up-to-date materials. Additionally, what few books
there are seem to be pirated on a fairly regular jasis by staff
members. They then remain in classrooms. While classroom col-
lections are a fine idea, with a library collection this weak
they become a problem. (Some 1740 monies were expended this
year. It is hoped that this will be continued.)

2. Suggest that a,selectiorrpolicy be adopted and a selec-
tion committee, including library personnel to be hired, be
established as soon as possible. This committee could rreview
non-book materials prior to purchase and review requests from the
"want" list at least twice a ye. (Staff should be given sup-
plies of "want" cards which may be purchased from any library
supply house. Their requests, along with selections made by
the media specialist, can be kept on file to be reviewed by thr
library committee.)

3. N.I.E.A. questionnaire results for Santa Clara might
be used as a guide in shaping your collection to fit staff and
student needs and wants.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Library Furnitt.re and Library Arrangement:

1. Since the library is at point 0, there's nowhere to gobut up. Within the present closet-like facility, the only pos-
sibility is adding a few brightly colored chairs or bean bags
and some attractive posters on the wall.

Location and Layout:

1. Present facility is cr 'pletely inadequate. Not only is
it far, far too small, bvt liyht.ing is inadequate and the gas
heater leaks. 7;o :::er progress can be made, except in comnle-tion of procesb.ng ti cataloging of the present collection,
until a larger room is made available.
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2. Location is central, however, and if another room dan
be found in the same building, it would be a good location..

Media Equipment Needed:

1. If a larger facility is found, study carrels ("wee type)
should be added and equipped with the following for student use:
headphones, record player, tape recorder (bolt to carrel), sound/
filmstrip projector, rear projection screen (small), filmStrip
viewer, super 8mm loop projectdr, carousel slide projector.

2. Some thought might be given to purchase of a Thermofax
machine for making transparencies (as well as other' copies).
Generally, this school is well equipped, but does:lack this
capability.

SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
This year's trainees were given copies of the following:

Case, Robert N. Criteria of Excellence Checklist
Darling, Richard.--M-Library Services
Gayer, Mary V. Library Activities Checklist for Elementary

School Libraries
Martin, Betty. T'Suggestions for the Media Specialist and

His Role in the Instructional Program and Promoting
the Use of the School Library Media Center."

Since the trainee at Santa Clara will not be returning and the
school hopes to hire a professional media specialist, listing
possible programs and services - there are dozens of possibili-
ties -- does not seem to be in order. However, it is strongly
suggested that the media spedialist first work with the principal
and then jointly with the principal and the staff to draw up a
list of services and programs for fiscal year 1975, plus objec-
tives for the future, taking into consideration costs and per-
sonnel time involved.

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS NEEDED

1. Sears List rf Subject Headings, 10th ed.

2. School Library Media Center Procedures (Demco, 2.50)
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Taos Day School Library, along with Isleta and Santa Clara,

is not one of the Title II-B Institute's success stories. The

outcome might have been considerably different if the para-pro-

fessional who is in charge of the library had agreed to come into
the program. Although she does not hold a degree and has little,
if any, course work in library science, she did not wish further

training even though it was recommended by several people.

Instead, another aide was hired to work with her while being
enrolled in the training program.

The library itself seems to be well-organized, and since no

new materials had been ordered for some time, there was no tech-
nical processing or cataloging to be done. At the beginning of

the project the two aides seemed to work well together, creating
displays and working on programming ideas such as having children

illustrate stories.

During the early field visits the aide in charge asked for

some specific suggestions in order to gain more support from the
staff as well as for recommendations for general library improve-
ment. The Instructor and aides discussed ideas freely at the
outset. The first hint of things to follow came when a teacher

delivered a lengthy dissertation on what should be taught as a

part of the Institute, in'sisting that penmanship was of prime

importance. It developed that the aide in charge of the library

was a Title I employee who was working with this staff member's

"target" students.

Later the aide in charge of the library asked what specific

tasks the trainee should be doing. Tho Instructor outlined thEse
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in general terms, not wishing to tell this para-professional how
to run her library. In retrospect it appears that a conference

with the principal, the Title I aide, the trainee and the Instruc-
tor during which specific guidelines would have been written out

,would have been a better approach. Although such a conference

mfght have curtailed the Title I aide's autonomy, it might have

prevented later confrontations.

As the trainee gained some skills the other aide did not

hive and carried through projects, such as videotaping the school's

Christmas program, the situation.apparently became threatening.
The aide contacted two people at the University of New Mexico,

but not the Director of the project, asking to become a trainee.

Under the terms of the project, it was not possible to include

her in the training program.

The situation between the two aides continued to deteriorate.

On February 12, 1974, the Instructor hdd a long phone conversa-

tion with the principal outlining the problem and possible

solutions. On the neit field visit the principal and Instructor

discussed the conflict further. One solution suggested by the

Instructor was a temporary transfer of the trainee to San Juan

Day School, since there was much work to be done in that library

and the aide was ill. However, the principal seemed reluctant

to take that action. Neither did he call both aides for a meet-

ing together to resolve differences.

The next field visits were taken up with the storyboarding
of a videotape the trainee wished to do on the Taos Silversmith

Project. Because things had come tu a complete impasse, the

9 5
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final two field visits were cancelled and that time spent in

other schools who needed and wanted assistance. Regular NPA

classes were held at Taos on April 8 and May 6, despite what

might be termed a cool atmosphere.

Because of the lack of cooperation between the two Indian

aides, nothing was accomplished at this school during the spring

semester Practicum. It might be noted that such rivalry, corro-

sive as it is, does exist in Indian communities where unemploy-

ment iY; high and opportunities few. Just before the end of

siol the trainee was transferred by the principal as an

i':Jctional aide in another area. There is a possibility that

trainee will move to Denver. If not, she may be rehired as

an instructional aide, but not a library aide.

This library needs to have regular, steady 1740 funding.

The para-professional in charge should be paid from 1740 funding

and should be encouraged to take courses in administration,

which would include services anti programming as well as at least

one course in audiovisual methods or production of instructional

materials. With more financial and moral support from the

school, the discontent and frustration which negated project'

efforts might never have existed.
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4
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF DAY SCHOOL LIBRARY/MEDIA
CENTERS

'

lb -

Field visits ended with the close of the semester on May 18,
1974, but it is hoped that this will mark not the end, but_the
beginning of growth for all day school library/media centers'
and their staffs. Individual critiques for each school:pre-
pared by the Project Instructor, may serve as guidelines for
further improvement of collections, facilities and services.

NAME OF SCHOOL: TAOS DAY SCHOOL

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Cataloging and Technical Processing:

1. Since this was the only project school which already
had a library aide, the Instructor and the trainee did not work
on any cataloging or technical processing at Taos. The aide
stated that all cataloging and processing had been completed,
and this appears to be the case.

2. Suggest: that all books and AV materials in the future
be ordered preprocessed. Although preprocessed materials still
require property stamping and accessioning, plus sorting and
filing of catalog cards and shelf list cards, the cost is con-
siderably less than that of original cataloging and processing.

3. Also suggest that a systematic plan for technical pro-
cessing be written out so that students and other aides might
assist in this time-consuming chore": A recent and excellent
guide to such procedures is untained in School Library Medla
Center Procesures (Demco, $2.50).

4. If this is not already being done,'a complEte inventory
should be taken at the end of each school year, checking each
book against shelf list cards in order to ascertain (a) which
books are not catdloged, (b) exact number of books in collection
and in each section of collection, (c) what books were lost, and
(d) exact number of books purchased with special funding (Title
I or II). It takes two people to do inventory efficiently.

Circulation:

1. If not already written At, circulation policies for
students and staff should be. A poster showing students how to
check out materials might be placed at the circulation desk.
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Collection:

1. This collection, in order to be kdipt vital and up todate, needs a steady, if-svall, flow of 1740 monies in the 1406,1407 amd 1409 categories. Apparently the last large amount offunding came via Title II some years ago. This is not adequateOA- a school this size.

2. A strong attempt should be made to receive up-to-datepublishers' catalogs. The Taos Day School Library will also beplaced on the mailing list of tbe New Mexico State Library "Hitch-hiker" which includes bibliogrerhies prepared at the Examination
Center for Children's Books at the State Library.

3. Suggest that a selection policy be adopted and a selec-tion committee, including the library aide, be established assoon as possible. This committee could preview non-book materialsprior to purchase and review requests from the "want" list atleast twice a year. (Staff should be given supplies of "want"cards which may be purchAped from any library supply house.
Their requests, along wia selections made by the library aide,can be kept on file to be reviewed by the library committee.)

4. It is time for this library to move into more non-book
materials, not just filmstrips, but recordings, slides, trans-parencies, sound/filmstrips, super 8mm loop films, etc.

5. N.I.E.A. questionnaire results for Taos might be used
as a guide in shaping your collection to fit staff and studentneeds and wants.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Library Furniture and Library Arrangement:

1. Suggest that at least four "wet" study carrels be builtor purchased.

2. Wail-to-wall acoustical flooring (carpet) at least inthe main reading room would greatly reduce noise and make thisarea more attractive.

3. Suggest considering the purchase of some bright colored
bean bags or "Polywog" chairs to make the area more inviting andcheerful.

4. Present arrangement is logical and about the best pos-sible within the architectural confines of the building.

Location and Layout:

1. Location is not as central as desirable.

2. Inside of building needs to be completely repainted.
Lighting is terrible; foot candles are probably equal to that ofa cellar.
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Media Equipment Needed:

I. Suggest equipping study carrels with headphones, record
player, tape recorder (bolt to carrel), sound/filmstrip projector,
rear projection screen (small), filmstrip viewer, super 8mm
loop projector, carousel slide projector.

2. Dry mount press should be rePaired and tacking iron for
it purchased so that materials can be prepared for staff.

SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
This year's trainees were given copies of the following:

Case, Robert N. Criteria of Excellence Checklist
Darling, Richard.--TAC-Library Services
Gayer, Mary V. Library Activities Checklist for Elementary

School Libraries
Martin, Betty. "Suggestions for the Media Specialist and

His Role in the Instructional Program and Promoting
the Use of the School Library Media Center."

Since the trainee has not shared this information with the library
aide it is suggested that the principal request the trainee to
give him the above material, which can be thermofaxed and given
to the library aide. It is strongly suggested that the library
aide work first with her principal and then jointly with princi-:
pal and staff to draw up a list of services and programs for
fiscal year 1975, plus objectives for the future, taking into
consideration costs and personnel time involved.

1. Regular classes which are not library-related should
meet elsewhere, thus freeing space for library instruction, class
projects depending on library materials, storytelling, etc.

2. Although special storytelling hours are already planned
for younger students, more time might be given to using hand
puppets, audio-visual materials and acting out of stories.

3. Library instruction should be given to students on a
cooperatively planned basis, preferably so that it fits in with
curriculum. All students need to know the location of materials
and how to check out materials. Older studurts can learn the useof the card catalog and can begin to learn r2search methods as
they are relevant to curriculum. Under the present system, the
library aide has regularly scheduled clas'ses without the cooper-ation of staff. This keeps her constantly busy searching for
ideas. Instead, if a history class is working on a project, then
library activities should be planned around it, i.e., showing
students what materials they will need, what subject headings
to check, what sections of DDC to check, etc. This gives library
instruction purpose and form. Without it, it becomes "something
apart" and instruction cannot be effective.

9 9
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4. Displays should be changed weekly. Such displaysshou)d promote reading and other library activities.

5. Short, annotated book lists should be prepared atleast monthly to spark students' interest in reading.

6. Teachers should be informed on a regular basis of allnew materials added to the library. Also, information regard-ing new materials available for purchase should be distributedto appropriate staff members as it arrives in the library.

7. "ADD YOUR OWN" -- There are dozens of other possibili-
ties, depending on the needssand wishes of your staff and stu-dents, plus the amount of time the library aide is given. (Thelibrary aide should be hired under regular, not Title, funds.)
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With more imagination than money, plus hard work by the

trainee and positive support by the principal, an unorganized

collection in a dimly-lit, cramped room has grown into a pleas-

ant, two-rocim facility which houses specially designed learning

games, several book-cassette sets, and AV equipment, along with

books.

Encouraged by her principal, this attractive, creative and

well-organized trainee is working toward an Associate of Arts

degree, has attended workshops and conferences, including the

New Mexico State Library Association Conference, and is develop-

ing a collection of Indian materials consisting, at present,

mainly of photographs and cassette recordings.

Before the beginning of the school year an attempt had been

made to organize the collection, but, unfortunately, with no

professional assistance. Field work began with the re-organiza-

tion of the collection. The trainee followed through by steadily

working on classification and processing. By the end of the

semester, books were being circulated. Since the trainee also

had clasSroom duties, other aides were assigned to help her with

processing so that, by the end of the field visits, all books

had been classified and processed. Although catalog cards for

the preprocessed books were avail;able and a certain amount of

original cataloging has been done, the majority of the titles

remain uncataloged. The principal approved ordering sets of

catalog cards, but the order was cancelled at the agency level.

During the course of the year library supplies, professional

tools and equipment were ordered, allowing the trainee to set up
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the library efficiently. Additional shelving was built, rugs

were added and, in February, the area was remodeled to include

an additional room.

The trainee designed a large poster illustrating for very

young students how one checks out a book and also used a "key

to the library" theme to encourage reading as well as to keep

reading records. Each student has his or her name on a large

paper key kept on a key ring. As they check out books, they

write down the titles on their keys. The theme is further carried

out by two large keys over the doorway which read 'Books are

keys to wisdom's treasures" and "Books are gates to lands of

pleasure."

Among the most popular storytelling aids are the book-cassettes,

most of which are traditional fairy tales. As the children listen

to the recording, they look at the words and pictures in the book.

Parents also check out the book-cassette sets along with cassette

players. Before long, the children put the sounds and words

together and begin to read.

The development of learning games has been greatly aided

by the work of Mary Ross at Southern Pueblos Agency, along with

the Zia Day School reading specialist. Promotion of these

materials to the parents has involved the entire school, includ-

ing the trainee.

This trainee is community-minded and hopes to include some

adult resources at the day school library or to be able to help

in the establishment of a community library. There is a collec-

tion of books in the community, donated largely through the efforts
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of Aileen and Erik Bromberg two years ago. The trainee has

approached the pueblo Governor on the subject, but no action

has been taken as yet.

Among other projects of the trainee this year were the

submission of a selection policy for school board approval and

inviting parents to an "open house" in the library on April 30,

1974, during which she explained especially the learning games

and book-cassette sets.

Seeing interest and support increase as this trainee made

the most of what she had to work with has been enormously satis-

fying as well as an object lesson in liow to gain support for

library/media centers. From all indications, this library will

continue to grow and improve through the combined efforts of

the trainee, principal and staff.
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5UGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF DAY SCHOOL LIBRARY/MEDIACENTERS

Field visits endeewith the close of the semester on May 18,1974, but it is hoped-that this will mark not the end, but thebeginntng of growth for all day school library/media centers andthéir staffs. Individual critiques for each school, preparedby the Project Instructor, may serve as guidelines for further
improvement of collections, facilities and services.

NAME OF SCHOOL: ZIA DAY SCHOOL

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Cataloging and Technical Processing:

1. At the beginning of the school year none of the booksin the collection had been correctly processed or cataloged.All books have now been labeled and have circulation cards,pockets and date due slips. Additionally, all are classified.

2. Although there are a few commercial catalog cards avail-able in the library for those titles which were ordered prepro-cessed, most books do not have catalog card sets. Since thesecan be ordered at 35¢ per set, it is strongly recommended thatsets be ordered for,all titles for which commercial cards areavailable. The remainder will require original cata.loging.
(Purchasing sets is much more economical than orfginal catalog-ing.) As catalog card sets are prepared, books need to be
accessioned (or re-accessioned) with accession numbers alsobeing placed on shelf list cards. Shelf list cards will alsoshow number of copies of each title, plus price if known, andspecial funding, if any (Title I or II) used to purchase the title.

lx! 3. Shelf list cards need to be filed by call number and
the'rdmainder of the cards alphabetically by top line (according
to ALA Filing Rules) in the card catalog.

4. _Suggest that a systematic plan for technical processing
be written out so that students and other aides might assist inthig* time-consuming chore. A recent and excellent guide to such
techniques is contained in School Library Media Center Procedures(Demco, $2.50).

- 5, Before the beginning of the next school year and aftercataloging is complete, a complete inventory should be taken,and subsequently taken at the end of each school year, checkingeach book against shelf list cards in order to ascertain talwhich books are not cataloged, if any, (b) exact number of books
in collection and in each section of collection, (c) what bookswere lost, and (d) exact*number of books purchased with specialfunding (Title I or II). It takes two people to do inventory
efficiently.
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Circulation:

1. Circulation policies for students and staff should be
written out. The cleverly designed-poster showing young students
how to check out books is very helpful.

Collection:

1. The weakest area of the present collection is the refer-
ence section. Up-to-date encyclopedias such as World Book and
Compton's Precyclopedia are needed, along with an atlas, almanac
and elementary dictionaries. If a steady flow of 1740 monies inthe 1406, 1407 and loa categories can be continued, this willgrow into a fine collection.

2. Acquisition of non-book materials and development of
games and kits should be continued.

3. Although a selection policy was adopted by the school
board, strongly suggest that a selection committee, including thelibrary aide, be established as soon as possible. This committeecould preview non-book materials prior to purchase and review
requests from the "want" list at least twice a year. (Staffshould be given supplies of "want" cards. Their requests, along
with selections made by the library aide, can be kept on file tobe reviewed by the library committee.)

4. N.I.E.A. questionnaire resultsfor Zia might be used asa guide in shaping your collection to fit staff and student needs
and wants.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES
Library Furniture and Library Arrangement:

1. Suggest that at least two "wet" carrels be built orpurchased.

2. Suggest considering the purchase of some bright coloredbean bags or "Polywog" chairs to make the area more inviting andcheerful.

3. Present arrangement is logical and about the best possible
within the architectural constrictions of the building. Wall
decorations might help in the new room.

4. Magazine rack needs to be labeled by title of magazineand provisions made for storage of back issues. Only current
issues should be on the rack.

5. Suggest purchasing from a library supply house a large
Dewey Decimal Classification chart and a guide to using the cardcatalog.
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Location and Layout:

I. Both seem adequate, especially since an additional roomwas given to the library.

2. Recommend completely painting the inside of the library,painting shelving and adding more lights (lighting is very poorin the room'in which the collection is shelved).

Media Equipment Needed:

I. Suggest equipping study carrels with at least some ofthe following (or utilizing what is already available in theschool): headphones; record player; tape recorder (bolt tocarrel); sound/filmstrtp_projector; rear projection screen
(small); filmstrip viewer;super 8mm loop projector; carouselslide projector.

SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
Library aides have been given copies of the following:

Case, Robert N. Critiera of Excellence Checklist
Darling, Richard. IMC-Library Services
Gayer, Mary V. Library Activities Checklist for Elementary

School Libraries
Martin, Betty. "Suggestions for the Media Specialist andHis Role in the Instructional Program and Promoting

the Use of the School Library Media Center."

Further work will be done on programm"ing and services during thesummer session. It is strongly suggested that each trainee firstwork with her principal and then jointly with the principal andstaff to draw up a list of services and programs for fiscal year
1975, plus objectives for the future, taking into considerationcosts and personnel time involved.

1. Regular-classes wiiich are not library-related should
Meet elsewhere, thus freeing space for library instruction, classprojects depending on library materials, storytelling, etc.

2. Displays should be changed weekly. (Library could usea large bulletin board for this purpose.) Such displays should--promote reading and other library activities.

3. Short; annotated book lists should be distributed at
least monthly to increase students' interest in reading.

4. Teachers should be informed on a regular basis of all
new materials added to the collection; also, information regard-ing new materials available for purchase should be distributed
to appropriate staff members as it arrives in the library.
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5. Special storytelling hours planned for younger students
might include hand puppets, audio-visual materials, and acting
out of stories.

6. Library instruction should be given to students on a
cooperatively planned basis, preferably so that it fits in with
curriculum. All students need to know the location of materials
and how to check out materials. Older students can learn the use
of _the card catalog and can begin to learn research methods as
they are relevant to the curriculum.

7. "ADD YOUR OWN" -- Dozens of other services or programs
are possible and should be tailored to the needs and wants of
staff and students.
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EVALUATION FORMAT

I. Administration

A. Were staff, including Director, Instructor,
and Secretary hired?

Yes X No

Institute staff were hired for the period of
August 20, 1973 to August 20, 1974. Staff includes:
Lotsee Smith, Project Director; Janet Naumer, Instructor;
and DianeStarcevich, Secretary. The following salary
savings were effected in personnel:

(1)
(2)

reduced secretary salary
1/5 Instructor salary for
summer

$1080.00

$ 600.00

$1680.00

Budget Al-Dcation $26,740.00 Expenditure $25,060.00

B. Did the staff have sufficient expertise and
experience required to conduct the project?

Yes X No

List relevant experience

Project Director - Lotsee Smith
M.L.S. University of Oklahoma
Ph.D. University of Oklahqma (Educational Mg!dia

Pending)
.
Assistant Professor, University of New Mexico
Department of Education (Library Science) 1972-

Instructor - Janet Naumer
M.L.S. Denver University
Director, Institute of American Indian Arts
Library, 1969-1973

Secretary - Diane Starcevich
2 years college
Secretarial Training
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C. Is there evidence that the staff functioned
as an organizational unit with adequate coordination
and communication to effectively implement the
institute?

Yes X No Source Correspondence & Observation

Give a brief description of staff functions and
inter-relatedness.

Staff Functfons

Director

1. Liaison among the University, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and the BIA Day Schools.
2. Coordinate Institute activities
3. Supervise instructional component
4. Evaluate the progress of the students

Instructor

1. Teach two courses per semester
2. Supervise practicum
3. Assist each trainee in developing local facilities,
collections, and services
4. Provide counselling for each participant

Secretary

1. Routine office procedures
2. Typing correspondence and instructional materials
3. File maintenance

Comment

Each staff member functions well in her individually
identified responsibilities. More than adequate coor-
dination has been achieved among project personnel. This
has allowed for effective implementation of the institute
without personnel problems. The evaluation indicates that
exemplary coordination might result if some of the follow-
ing points are implemented.

1. The director and instructor develop a closer relation-
ship in the instructional component. In this way, the
director can have full supervision of the instructional
program and the instructor can be assured of institute
support.

2. As the partiCipant.s' advocate to the University and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Director should have
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the opportunity to get in the field more often to meet
with the participants. This will require more travel
for the director.

3. The instructor should continue to be flexible in
scheduling the'practicum to reflect local needs and
capacities. Both the students and the instructor
must try to meet for the full period required in the
proposal.

D. Is there evidence of sufficient planning and
programming by institute staff to allow for efficient
operation?

Yes X No

Summarize project schedule.

Project Schedule

August 20-September 15, 1973

Recruitment and Enrollment

Fall Semester

Lib. Sc. 432 Production of Instructional Materials 3 hours

Lib. Sc. 437 Selection of Materials for Libraries
and Media Centers 3 hours

E.F. 300 Practicum (on the job training) 3 hours

Spring Semester

Lib. Sc. 427 Classification and Cataloging 3 hou'rs

Lib. Sc. 431 Audiovisual methods 3 hours

E.F. 310 Practicum (on the j b training) 3 hours

Summer Session

Lib. Sc. 351 Problems 3 hours

Lib. Sc. 429 Workshop 3 hours

Further evidence of competent curriculum planning
includes:
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(1) a complete and detailed set of daily calendars,
lesson plans and learning materials.

(2) an ability to plan around the fuel shortage without
disruption in a project that requires more than 500 miles/
week travel.

(3). regular clas's attendance by participants.

(4) participant interest as expressed in evaluation and
interviews remained high.

E. Did the staff develop necessary relationships
with community people and Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel
which facilitated implementation of the institute?

Bureau of Indian Affairs Yes X No

Institute staff have successfully stimulated a
significant degree of support from the BIA for this
institute. One of the keys to this institute's success
has been the high degree of BIA involvement in providing
facilities, resources, and selecting personnel. On
occasion, particularly at Isleta, lack of cooperation has
hindered full implementation of the institute.

Community People Yes No X

Little emphasis has been put on developing support
in the community for the institute. Governors, councils,
and education committees have not been informed of the
nature and goals of the project. The community has not
been included in planning the institute. Aside from a
small survey sample of 10 adults, no active community
input has been sought. Some of the governors have asked
the project for assistance in initiating community
libraries or principals have involved the community, but
by and large involvement has been minimal.

Had the proposal or the staff involved itself in
developing community support, two aspects of the institute
might have been improved: (1) lack of support on the part
of some BIA personnel could have been dealt with by
community officials i.e. the Tribal Council and the School
Board, and (2) community interest and support wvuld insure
a high long term priority for library and information
services.

F. Was sufficient equipment obtained to enable
efficient institute operations?
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Yes NO X

Budget Allocatio0357.00 Expendit.ure $363.00

Equipment for this project is very insufficient.
In a project of this nature, where media emphasis is
high and where participants are widely dispersed for
good cause, more equipment is necessary. Each participant
should have regular and unimpeded access to equipment
required for coursework. In this case, participants were .

restricted by a lack of media creation equipment, including:
video units, still and motion pi.cture cameras, audio tape
units, and dry mount presses. Unlike most urban situations
this equipment is not available elsewhere in the community.
It must be provided by the institute or project. If the
Division of Library Programs feels unjustified in allowing
purchase of this equipment, sufficient funds must be
provided to allow for rent or leasing.

Project personnel are to be congratulated for attempt-
ing to make do in this situation.

G. Were adequate supplies provided to enable efficient
institute operation?

Yes X No

Sufficient supplies were apparent in all locations.

Budget Allocation $2,200.00 Expenditure $1,348.00
estimate $2,200.00

H. Were the space needs and facilities used by the
institute sufficient?

Yes X No X

Comment:

Space for the institute is restricted, but useful.
It is located in the University of New Mexico Learning
Center in Albuquerque. Thus, equipment and materials for
institute use are very accessible. This, to a large extent,
overcomes cramped spece.

Individual participant training space varies in each
local situation. In a few places, such as San Juan and
San Felipe, the BIA day schools have made available very
adequate space consisting of one or more rooms, for school
library services. In most situations, space is inadequate
and usually inferior. Isleta shares a room with a loud
computer teaching device. This should be sound-proofed
or other space should be provided. At San Iledefonso, the
library shares a room with kitchen equipment, while a most
suitable space wth,an outside entrance is unused. At
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Santa Clara, the library is located in an oversized closet.
Ventilation and lighting are inadequate. Provision for
moving this facility and gathering classroom collections
together into the library must be devised.

In most cases, library equipment and materials are
spartan in the extreme. The BIA has been miserly with
these in the past and will likely continue to be until
the provisions of the Bromberg Report are implemented.
Both staff and participants have done an excellent job
in making these facilities, their equipment, and materials
as useable and inviting as possible. Further improvements
in materials can be anticipated where participants are
allowed to become more active in selecting materials.

--
. Were funds provided for transportation?

Y X No

Adequate funds were provided for staff travel. Due
to the fuel crisis, these will be strained, but sufficient:
No funds were provided for participant travel. In this
type of project, where participants are widely scattered,
such funds would be very useful to allow for occasional
meetings of participants to exchange ideas and concerns
and to allow for attendance at professional meetings. As
mentioned in I.C. additional local travel funds wouLd help
the institute director become more involved in participant
advocacy.

Budget Allocation $3,280.00 Expenditure $2,257.52

II. Students

estimate 3,507.52

A. Were the required number of students recruited
for the institute?

Yes_ X No Number 8

One of.the most successful factors in the institute
has been retention of all eight original participants.

List Students and their Pueblo.

Pauline Panana Cordelia Romero
Zia Pueblo San Felipe Pueblo

Kella Maes Mella Roybal
San Juan Pueblo San Iledefonso Pueblo

Mildred Naranjo Sophie Sanche/
Santa Clara PueblO Isleta Pueblo
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Ernestine Romero Mildred Shendo
Taos Pueblo Jemez Pueblo

Briefly describe the selection process.

Participants were selected by local BIA day school
personnel. The only institute requirements were Oat
they be Indian and high school graduates. All participants
are, women, all but one is over 21. Most have families.
All were or became school employees, on a part time ba-is.

B. Were students placed in library situations for
the required practicum and on the job experience (10
hours/week)?

kes 7 No 3

In all but three locations participants were assigned
to the library ten or more hours per week. Most prin-
cipals were most cooperative in providing this time.

Describe and give rationale for exceptions.

Mildred Shendo at Jemez Pueblo did not begin her
practicum until January, due to the total lack of a
library facility. Compensatory training was given in
the spring semester.

Kella Maes at San Juan Pueblo was transferred from
the library to the classroom by school personnel. No
rationale was given, except :that she was needed in the
classroom. The principal decided not to open the school
library during this academic year.

Sophie Sanchez at Isleta Pueblo was placed under the
supervision of the reading teacher. No provision was made
by the school principal to give her time for the practicum.
She is to have the month of June to organize the library
collection.

Were stipends provided for the students?

Yes. X No

Expenditures for stipends were lower due to fewer
dependents per participant than anticipated.

Budget Alloca,tion $21,200.00 Expenditure $20,360.00

D. Are students to be continued in para-professional
library positions next year?

Yes 6 No 2
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Six of the participants will continue to be
employed by the school next year. The.amount of time
they will devote to the library will not be decided
until school budgets are approved in July. All want
to devote full time to providing library services. Many
of the principals are requesting funds from the 1740
program to enable participants to devote full time to the
library. The lack of a firm BIA policy supporting school
library facilities, personnel, and resoures, is a
definite problem in determining continuity.

Describe and give rationale for those who are not
continuing as para-professional librarians.

Ernestine Romero of Taos Pueblo wil I be moving with
her husband to a new job in Colorado. Mildred Naranjo
will be returning to school at Northern Arizona Univer-
sity as a full time student.

E. Will students receive an Associate of Arts
diploma at the completion of the institute?

Yes 3 No 5

Destribe and give anticipated date of completion
for those who will not receive the degree.

Kella Maes, Sophie Sanchez, Cordelia Romero, and
Mildred Naranjo are continuing to the B.A. diploma.
Ernestine Romero is leaving the state and will be unable
to complete the course. Mella Roybal, at the age of
60, has no interest in completing the course.

III. Program

A. Was 24 hours of course work pr.ovided for
Institute participants?

Yes X No

Describe course work content.

See I.D.

B. Was course content closely related to perceived
user information need&?

Yes X No

Describe how user needs study as integrated into
the curriculum.
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Initial planning for the institute emphasized two
areas: media creation and use as well as librar:f
organization and selection skills. In part this is due
to the necessity of conforming to courses previously estab-
lished by the university. In all cases, the instructor
has altered the course content to meet the needs and
abilities of the students and the local school situations.
The evaluators were told that the summer course would
center on children's literature and programming. This
course will also take into account user needs as ident:tied
in the survey.

C. Did_the on-site method of teaching and the
practicum enhance the effectiveness of the Institute?

Yes X No

In what ways?'

Two methods of teaching were used. In the Southern
Agency participants came to the University of New Mexico
campus on Saturday mornings. This was the most central
point. In the Northern Agency classes were rotated among
the schools so that each participant had class in her own
pueblo once a month. Both methods appear to have worked
well. Absences were very low. Student evaluations show
high interest.

The practicum was even more useful on site. In
addition to reaching the goal of on-the-job experience,
the practicum also improved the quality of library
services available to the schools. In effect both the
participants and the institute received two for the
price of one.

*Me most effective aspect of the on-site method in
the evaluators' opinion is that it allows the participant
to remain in a supportive, Indian environment. It does
not force the participant or her family to relocate in
an alien, non-Indian university environment. The evaluators
believe that this is one of the major factors in developing
participant self-confidence. This opinion is verified by
the fact that all eight original participants will com-
plete the institute.

D. What cogWitive .4kills were acquired by participants?

Aqquisition_of Materials and Equipment

Competencies acquired:

1. The ability to plan a systematic procedure of
acquiring materials and equipment.

2. The ability to determine appropriate sources
for purchasing, renting or obtaining free materials and
equipment.
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3. The ability to maintain records relating to
ordering, receiving, and paying.

4. The ability to perform simplified cataloging
to facilitate storage and retrieval.

Selection of Materials and Equipment

Competencies acquired:

1. The ability to identify appropriate sources to
be used in the selection of materials and equipment.

2. The ability to name appropriate criteria to be
used in the selection of material and equipment.

3. Given an individual.or curricular need, the
ability to select appropriate material,to meet that need.

4. The ability to describe the ,haracteristics of
various media.

5. The ability to devise a systematic procedure
for collecting order information.

6. The ability, to coordinate previewing, selecting
and evaluating of materials and equipment.

Utilization

1. The ability to use appropriately and effectively
the various types of materials and equipment.

a. The ability to select a particular form of
media to achieve a particular curricular goal.

Evaluating Materials and Equi2ment

Competencies acquired:

1. The ability to determine the specific objectives
for evaluation.

2. The ability to determine appropriate criteria
for evaluating individual items and to design a format
for recording evaluations based on the criteria.

3. The ability to establish procedures for evaluating
items.

PrOduction of Materials_

Competencies acquired:
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1. The ability to use a d y mount press for mounting
or laminating materials.

2. The ability to produce overhead transparencies
using a variety of methods demonstrating the necessary
skills in lettering, design and coloring.

3. The ability to produce a good quality audio
recording (both cassette and reel to reel) and to
syncronize it with a slide set.

4. The ability to produce good quality, appropriate
slides to be used with an instructional unit.

5. The ability to produce and edit super 8mm film.

6. The ability to plan and produce a Nideo recording.

Equipment Operation

Competencies learned:

1. The ability to operate a 16mm film projector, 8mm
projector, a filmstrip projector, a slide projector, an
overhead projector, a video tape recorder, a TV camera,
a 35mm camera, a super 8mm camera, a tape recorder - both
reel to reel and cassette.

Maintenance and Repair

CompetenCies learned:

1. The ability to replace bulbs in various types
of equipment

2. The ability to clean the various types of equip-
ment such as 16mm projector and filmstrip projector.

E. What evidence do participants show of change
in the affective domain?

1. Percentage of class attendance

2. Average test score 85%

3. Number of outside events
participated in:

NM Education Assn. Annual Conference X
NMLA Annual Conference X

American Library Association X

4. Participant turn over 0
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F. What evidence is there that the Eibrary Institute
has positively affected the individual szhool and community?

N

No objective or attitudinal studies of school and
community reaction to the institute has been undertaken.
Nonetheless, the evaluators have observed a number of
positive results which have been achieved as a result
of the institute.

1. New or improved library, services are now avar-
able to the students and staff of eight pueblo day schools.

2. The use of local residents' as participants in
on-site training has resulted in a higher than normal
acceptance of library programs by students.

3. Student and staff interest in and use of-learning
materials have increased during the course of the institute.

4. In some of the pueblos, the governors have requested
institute assistance in establishing community libraries.
Several of the schools are considering opening their
library to the community.

5. Most of the schools are requesting supplementary
funding from the BIA to continue library programs in the
next fiscal year. Unfortunately such funding will remain
temporary until such time as the BIA is willing to fund
library services on a regular basis.

IV. Internal Evaluation

What evidence is there of internal evaluation?

A. Community/School informational needs study.

Comprehensive informational needs surveys, based
on the NIEA Library Project Survey, were administered
to the studentS and staffs of participants' schools.
This data has been analyzed and will be used by the
instructor in the summer workshops.

B. Student Evaluation of project.

Student evaluations of coursework and the institute
in general were made. The results indicate that the
participants are highly pleased with the program. The
evaluators found that participants regarded the institute
as successful. Their individual self-concept and commit-
ment to libraries are further evidence of their regard
for the institute.

C. Staff Evaluation of student performance.
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Institute staff have taken pains to carefully
evaluate each participant's progress each semester.
Letters are sent to each participant outlining the
strengths and weaknesses of their performance as well
as a letter grade. The instructor also kept a short
list of comments on student reaction to each class
presentation.

D. Principals' evaluation of student.

The principals' evaluations were quite uneven.
While most appeared objective in trying to measure
the student's ability, training, effect on school program,
etc., one at San Iledefonso was vindictive. The range of
evaluations among the principals limit this method's
usefullness as an evaluation tool.

E. Examination and grades.

Examinations were conducted in each course and
evaluations were made on each practicum. From these
and class participation grades were assigned by the
instructor. The typical G.P.A. for the participants
is 3.0 on a 4.,0 scale. This indicates a significant
success ratio.

F. Informal Evaluation.

Informal evaluation of the institute was conducted
by the director and instr4ctor on a continuing basis.
The director met occasionally with students and worked
with university and agency personnel. The instructor
worked closely with students and local school personnel.

V. Other

A. Special Concerns

The primary special concern of this project is to
encourage the development of the participant as a role
model. In this the institute was successful. All
participants have developed the self-confidence required
to function effectively as para-professional librarians.
Further, they seem willing and anxious to'use this
expertise effectively in the school and the community.
Most of all the stud&nts and the community accept their
role and request assistance accordingly.
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B. External Constraints:

1. Instability of the Bureau of Indian Affairs adminis,-,
tration in the area of education, both in the central
office in Washington, D.C. and in the reservation field
offices has hampered the project. The positivn of
director of education for the''BIA has been vacant for,a
period of two years. A large number Of agency personnel
in the areas of administi-ation are serving only in an
acting capacity.

2. There is presently no substantial Bureau of Indian
Affairs commitment for improved library service to all
BIA schools.

3. There is no BIA policy for libraries.

4. There is no BIA pOlicy for materials selection.

5. There is a need to focus on the total communities
information concerns in the areas of housing, water,
co-ops, Title I programs, PTA, John-son O'Malley pro-
grams, and Title IV programs.

6. The fuel crisis was successfully circumvented by
staff changes in schedule.

C. Strengths:

1. The proposal recognized the needs and capacities of
the pueblos and their schools. It indicated a high
degree of perception and experience on the part of the
writer.

2. The training program gives the participants the
selected skills which are very useful in their local
situation and reflect local needs. Students have
achieved almost all the competencies outlined in the
training plan. This innovative program has already
seryed a a model for other organizations involved in
training..Indian people as librarians.

3. The on-site method of training has been very success-
ful. Participants, many of whom.would otherwise be unable
to receive this training, have been trained in a supportive
local environent. The participants are able to apply
their skills immediately in a local situation. The school
and the community can see directly the positive results of
the training through improved or new services. The suc-
cess of on-site training is reflected in 100% participant
retention, improved or new services, and school and com-
munity -interest and commitment.
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4. The quality 'Of the institute staff is excellent.
Both the project director and the instructor have
experience with, and-the trust of, Indian people.
They have handled their responsibilitips in an exemplary
manner. Their ability to cope with day to day exten-
gencies present in this innovative institute deserves
high praise.

5. Participants have developed positive attitudes
towards library and information services. They are
functioning well as library specialists in positions
of responsibility. In doing so they are positive
role models for the students and the community. Further,
some participants' are working with the community and
meeting their library and information needs.

D. Recommendations:

1. Communication must be improved in all phases of the
project. The first concern is that communication be
improved between all eight participants in the institute.
It is suggested that a weekly newletter be implemented
with each participant writing one brtef paragraph and
submit it to the central office. There the newsletter
can be reproduced and circulated to all eight participants
in their respective sites.

2. Communtcation and contact between project director
and participants should be improved. This can be accom-
plished by more frequent visits to the site by the pro-
ject director, by expanded telephone conversations, and
written correspondence between the director and the
participants in the institute.

3. Communication between the project director and the
instructor can be improved. It is suggested that more
time and thought be given to the planning and develop-
ment of project strategies. Closer supervision of the
instructor by the project director should be considered
so that major problems (Isleta questionaire) will be
circumvented.

4. CoMmunication between .the project people and tribal.
councils should be improved. It is suggested that the
director, the instruCtor, and their respective aides .

make it a point to make a presentation to the local
tribal council concerning the Library Institute. -In
this fashion the council will gain an awareness of
the project, will gain an awareness of what the-program
is attempting to do, and thus can be well informed for
those times when the council's support is necessary for
program improveme.nt.
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5. Communication between the project peOple and school
boards should be improved. A presentation should be
made by the same people to the respective school boards.
The school board can gain an awareness of the program,
and can thus be in a position to provide school board
support at such times when it becomes necessary. Also
the communication should be improved between the project
and the r-etpective school faculties to provide a better
library awareness. If the library aide is to function
in a capacity to assist the schOol faculties in the.
selection of materials, then a new awareness should be
gained by that faculty to facilitate the 'cooperation. .

between that faculty and the library project.

6. Communication should be improved between the project
and the entire community at eath respective _site. When
a program attempts to meet the needs of a community,
and the community has no prior experience in what that
program can provide, a concerted effort must be made to
gain a community awareness of what the library is, and
what the library can provide.

7. A more substantial commitment on the part of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs administrators must be gained.
Prior to the start of a program, detailed cooperation
and necessary assistance should be outlined by the-projeCt
staff and agreed to the Bureau of Indian Affairs adminis-
trators, not only in the central office, but in each
respective school. Meetings with all affected BIA ad-
ministrators present are suggested.

8. More consideration should be given to the distance
and transportation difficulties of the instructor in
trying to serve the project sites. The situation now
calls for a great deal of travel by the instructor and
it is suggested that in another project, future schools
that are chosen be in a closer proximity to each other.

9. Additional course content on coMmunity participation
and community development should be added prior to the
institute completion. We are interested in gaining
involvement by the entire community and some instructional
guidance should be provided to the students on how this
might be accommodated.

10. For future projects pre- and post-institute formal
surveys to determine the extent to which community
information needs wa.re identified and met, should be
undertaken. Thus, the staff can gain some measurement
on the success of the program in these two areas.

11. When participants are selected in'the future, stronge_r
consideration should begiven to those participants who
have already duirionstratcA a commitment to continue'tO
resi'de in their pre!,..:!nt village.-
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12. For future institutes, stronger consideration should
be given to participants of both sexes.

Bureau of Indian Affairs Considerations

For -future institutes involving the Bureau of IndiA.n
Affairs, a more detailed written agreement must be rea:hed
with the B.I.A. personnel outlining concerns in the
following areas:

, 1. The space in the building which will be allowed
strictly for library usage.'

2. The equipment provided the library aides so that
a more hands-on approach can be facilitated.

3. The materials and supplies which will be made
available to.the library aide during the program.

4. A detailed schedule of student release time to
be spent strictly for library purposes.

5. The Bureau of Indian Airairs should make it its
policy to hire the library aides on a full time basis
once the training program has been completed.

6. For the duration of the institute the Bureau of
Indian Affairs should hire a library services coordinator
for the agency involved.

7. The Bureau of Indian Affairs building principals
be given a standard form and instructions to evaluate the
library participants' progress and performance.



Summary:

The Institute to Train Library Aides for Eight
Pueblos has been an overwhelming success. The goals
that were outlined in the original proposal have
largely been met, and the problems that have been citil
within this evaluation have been in part largely due to
external forces which were beyond th-e control of the
library project staff. The program has met the criteria
that was originally written. By far the greatest-
achievement of the project is that this program has
created a successful-model for training Indian library
aides which can be applied to virtually any Indian
community throughout the United States. This model
will be of tremendous help in the future and will
provide a basis for programs which will follow in the
years to come.



Evaluation Of
Training Library Aides In Pueblo Indian Schools

Leadership Training Institute Site Visit Report

Submitted By

Bene L. Durant
Field Coordinator



Leadership Training Institute Site Visit Report
"Training Library Aides in Pueblo Indian Schools"
University of New Mexico - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Site Visit Dates: February 25-26, 1974

PROBLEM:

It is a sad historical fact that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs day schools in the Pueblos (reserva-
tions) have lacked adequate libraries and library
services. This is due in part to the lack of trained
library personnel. College level educational oppor-tunities for Pueblo residents have been limited due
to the low level of previous education, geographic
isolation, economic, and other prohibitive factors.
(See attached descriptions of four Pueblos.) This'
institute is designed to help alleviate this problem
by providing on-site library-media training to eight
Indians.

PEOPLE:

The students selected for this institute are
employed as teacher aides in the BIA schools. In
addition, they have all completed or_are currently
enrolled in general education cour'Ses and/or electives
through the University Extension Division. They are
women ranging in age from 19 to 60; only one is single -
the others are married and have dependent children.
(See attached opening day report.)

PLAN:

The eight Pueblos represented are geographically
'divided into the Northern and Southern Agencies (four
aides each) of the BIA. Classes4or students in the
Northern Pueblos are taught at:each ,ecflool on a rotating
basis. Part of each class period :4.s.nt in cata-
loging and classifying the collection that parti-
cular school. The instructor, Janet Naumer, and the
students share in this activity which has a two fold
effect -- it serves as a practical learning experience
and also expedites time in the processing and acces-
sibility of library materials. Students from the
Southern lAieblos are taught on Saturdays (also by
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Ms. Natimer) at the University in Albuquerque. In
addition to her formal teaching duties (two courses
per semester) Ms. Naumer also spends time during the
week at the schools with each student. In this ca-
pacity she gives individualized instruction, helps
in organizing the library, and when necessary, con-
ferring with the principal. The library-media training
consists of nine credit hours each for the spring
and fall semester and six for the summer session, for
a total of 24 credit hours.

MODIFICATIONS:

During the past fall semester classes were held
once a week. Due to the energy crisis and the dis-
tance to be traveled by the students and Ms. Naumer,
cldsses are now held every other week for one full
day instead of a half day.

Ms. Naumer will not be available for the summer
session. It is crucial that a new instructor with
her expertise be hired to complete this phase of the
training.

PERCEPTIONS:

Director: (Lotsee Smith) Major concern is the lack
of_professional supervision for the stu-
dents after the.institute is completed.
Although their training is for library
aides, they will. function as librarians.

Instructor: (Janet Naumer) Main problem is cooperation
from the Pueblo school principals in
supplying necessary equipment and materi-
als to support the training program and
the school library.

- - Use of a University car would have been
helpful but it has to be returned to the
campus each night. (Ms. Naumer uses her
own car.)

- - Students, on the whole, are doing a
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good job -- both in their course work
and in organizing their libraries.

Students: Most of,the student comments were support-
ive of the institute in general, the in-
structor, and the director. There were
a few specific comments, however:

Several of the students from the Southern
Pueblos expressed a desire to attend
classes at their Pueblos (like students
in the Northern Pueblos) instead of at
the University. They don't particularly
like having to give up their Saturdays
since they all have family responsibilities
Also, by meeting at the Pueblos_,_they can
help each other in problem solving.

Another comment was that Ms. Naumer is
"spreading herself too thin" -- the time
she spends on site often is not long
enough to accomplish very much.

LTI Field Coordinator:

All.of the students I met were interesting
people but one in particular is especially
noteworthy. She is 60 years old. After
I observed her .in class, talked with her,
and briefly visited her library, her interest,
enthusiasm, energy, and creativity belied her
chronological years. She was really a joy
to behold!

RESULTS:

1. Students are already organizing library-media
collections in their schools and are providing
related services.

2. In some Pueblos, community libraries are being
developed. Some already exist; others are in
the planning stages.
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3. Students who complete the training will have earned
the AA degree (all credits are transferable to a
BA degree).

4. Upon completion of the degree, students will be
eligible for state certification.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Instructor: If on-site training programs,like this
are tO continue, a. media van equipped with

' all the necessary reference and teaching
materials, would be useful. Altheugh the
:University gives full support to the
institute in theory, in fact there are.J.
1.rtany problems with the use of University
equipment for on-site training.

DirectOr Like the University, the BIA lends support
to the institute, but that varies widely
among the individuals involved. Within
the organizational structure of the BIA
there is no library specialist. There
should be such a person at either the
national or agency level with full respon-
sibility and authority fOr the organization
of libraries in the Pueblo schools.

Bene L. Durant
Field Coordinator
Leadership Training Institute
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PARTICIPANTS

No. of
Name and Address Dependents

Kella Maes 2
Lox 914
San Juan Pueblo, NM 87560

Mildred Naranjo
Box 1149
Espanola, NM 87532

Ernestine Romero
Box 326
Taos, NM 37571

Mena M. Roybal
Route 5, Box 293
Santa Fe, WM 87501

Mildred Shendo
Jemez Day School
P. O. Box 179
Jemez Pueblo, NM 87024

Pauline Panana
Zia Day School
P. O. Box 13
San Ysidro, NM 87053

Cordelia Romero
San Felipe Day School
San Felipe Pueblo
Algodones, NM 87001

Sofia Sanchez
Isleta Day School
P. O. box 771
Isleta, NM 87022
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SELECTED MEMORANDA AND CORRESPONDENCE

A few of these items have been included to give the reader

an insight into some of the kinds of problems and situations

that occurred.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Library Trainees, Principals, and Staff (Isleta, Jemez, San Felipe,
San Ildefonso, San Juan, Santa.Clara, Taos, and Zia)

FROM: Lotsee Smith, Institute Director, and Janet Naumer, Institute
Instructor

SUBJECT: Title II-B (Higher Education Act, P.L. 89-329, as amended)
INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING-LIBRARY AIDES IN PUEBLO INDIAN SCHOOLS

The'primary objective of this year-long Institute is to train eight
Native American library aides so that they can function effectively
in library media centers and become resource people for each day school
as well as each pueblo.

Courses to be taught are:

Fall Semester '73 (Aug. 27-Dec. 21)
Lib. Sc. 432 Production of Instructional Materials
Lib. Sc. 437 Selection of Materials for Libraries and

Media Centers
S.A.:. 300 Practicum (on the job training)

Spring Semester '74 (Jan. 21-May 18)
Lib. Sc,. 427 Classification and Cataloging
Lib. Sc. 431 Audiovisual Methods
E.F. 310 Practicum (on the job training)

.Summer Session '74 (June 3-July 26)
tr Lib. Sc. 351 Problems

Lib. Sc. 429 Workshop

3 hrs.

3 hrs.
3 hrs.

3. hrs .

3 .hrs.
3 hrs.

3 hrs.
3 hrs.

TOTAL CREDIT HOURS: 24 hrs.

Here are some of the ways we hope to be of service to each teaching
staff during the Institute:
Provide materials on loan from the University of New Mexico Instructional
Materials Center.

Develop Specialized materials for your use (transparencies, slides,
recordings, etc.)

Borrow collections from the Institute of American Indian Arts, the N.M.
State Library, and other sourCes.

Begin developing collections of local materials
Keep you informed of new materials (and supply preview materials)

The following Pages will give you a clearer idea of training objectives.
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OBJECTIVES OF LIBRARY AID TRAINING PROGRAM

Acquistion of Materials and Equipment

Competencies to be acquired:
1. Tbe ability to plan a systematic procedure of acquiring materials

and equipment.
2. The ability to determine appropriate sources for purchasing, renting

or obtaining free materials and equipment.,
3. The ability to maintain records relating to ordering, receiving and

paying.-
4. Tbe ability to perform simplified cataloging to facilitate storage

and retrieval.

Selection of Materials and Equipment'

Competencies to be acquired:
1. The ability to identify appropriate sources to be used in the

selection of materials and equipment.
2. The ability to name appropriate criteria to be used in the selection

of material and equinment.
3. Given an individual or curricular need, the ability to select

appropriate material to meet that need.
4. The ability to describe the characteristics of various media.
5. The ability to devise a systematic procedure for collecting order

information.
6. The ability to coordinate previewing, selecting and evaluating of

materials and equipment.

Utilization

Competencies to be acquired:
1. The ability to use appropriately and effectively the various types

of materials and equipment.
a. The ability to select a particular form of media to achieve a

particular curricular goal.

Evaluating Materials and Equipment

Compttencies to be acquired:
1. The ability to determine the specific objectives for evaluation. .

2. Vie ability tn deterMinc appropriate criteria for evaluating
individual items and to design a format for recording evaluations
based on the'criteria.

3. The ability to establish procedures for evaluating items.

Production of Materials

Competencies to be acquired:
1. The ability to use a dry mount press for mounting or laminating

materials.
2. The ability-to produce overhead transparencies using a variety of

methods demonstrating the necessary skills in lettering, design
und coloring.

,3. The ability to produce a good quality audio recording (both cassette
and reel to reel) and to synchronize it with a slide set.

4. The ability to produce good quality, appropriate slides to be used
with an instructional unit.

5. The ability to produce and edit super 8m film.
6. The ability to plan and produce a video recording.

Equipment Operation

Competencies to be learned:
1. The ability to operate a 16mm film projector, 8mm projector,

a filmstrip projector, a slide projector, an overhead projector,
a video tape recorder, a TV camera, a 35mm camera, a super 8mm
camera, a tape recorder--bothe reel to reel and cassette.

Maintenance and Repair

Competencies to be learned:
1. The ability to repalce bulbs in various types of equipment.
2. The ability to clean the various types of equipment such as 16mm

projector and filmstrip projector.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 0 ALBUQUERQUE, NEM! MEXICO 87131
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 0
TELEPHONE 505: 277-3004

November 5, 1973

Dear Library Aides:

I am pleased that I finally got to meet all of the library traineesand I want to tell you that I beleive the project is going well. Mrs.Naumer is doing an exceptionally fine job as instructor and I think
we can all consider ourselves "lucky" that she decided to accept the
position of instructor with this project. She tells me that some ofyou have a real talent for this field which of course I'm glad tolearn.

I am concerned that some of you have missed some classes. Since theone day a week session is the equivalent of three regular class ses-sions it is really a serious matter when you miss one. Absenteeismwill very likely adversly affect your grades which is something I'msure none of us want. University regulations state that a student
with excessive absences may be dropped fram a course with a grade of
F. In addition to this aspect, is the fact that Mrs. Naumer does do
a lot of planning and work to make your classes as meaningful as pos-sible and it is very discouraging to her when only half the classshows up. There is simply not time to repeat the instruction and sothose who are not present will simply Imiss out".

Though your stipends are not immense, they do come to about $55.00 a
week which I think does make it worth your while to come to class.
What you save by not having to pay tuition should more than pay foryour car expense.

If you are ill (as some of you have been) or have some emergency which
does prevent your attending class, do try to call Mrs. Naumer at
757-6294. Saturday mornings she can be reached at 277-3004._

I do hope you'll make every effort to attend classes. I'll be looking
forward to getting to visit you in your schools and seeing you imple-ment what you've learned!

Until later,

rot e Smith, Director
Library Aide Training Project
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICG 0
COI.LEGE 'OF EDUCATION 0
TELEPHONE 505: 277-3004

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Ms. Maxine Martinez
Zia Day School
Zia Pueblo, N.M.

Dear Ms. Martinez:

I am enclosing a copy of aletterwhich I am sending to each trainee inour Library Aide Training Project. Mrs. Naumer and I were both a littleupset last week when 4 of the 8 trainees missed a class session. I wantto emphasize the importance of class session attendance to them. Alsofor them to realize, as I am sure most of them do, that absenteeism istaken seriously. I am asking your support'in this matter.' Please.
"encourage" the aide to make every effort to attend. I think racist ofus'would be very hapPY to be' receiving $55 a week,plus.tuition, plus
college credit hours in exchange for one day a week class attendance.
What is really important is that when they miss a class they have real-ly missed important information and skills that they may not be abletolearn any other time.

40
A seeming lack of commitment on the part of a coUple of aides and somelack of support for our effort at a couple of schools has convinced methat if improvement is not shown by the end of the semester, we may
have to drop them (the school and the aide) and pick up others who
have expressed a desire to become part of this training project. I
sincerelyhope this action does not become necessary.

Some of you and especially the two Agency Education Specialist, ClayBalcer and Regie Rodriguez, have worked long and hard to'astist me ingetting this project going and, believe me, I do appreciate your efforts!I do believe that getting a trained library aide into each Pueblo DaySchool can do a lot to Improve education programs for Pueblo children.

Most of you feel the same way, I am sure, because you have given us alot 'of support and assistance whenever possible. We (Mrs. Naumer andmyself) will try not to disappoint you and anticipate that you willhave a very well trained library aide at the end of the project.

If you have any questions about the training program, please call eithermyself at 277-3004 (UNM) or (home phone) 294-6898 or Mrs. Naumer at
757-6294.

Please do help us out by "encouraging" your aide not to miss classes.

Sincerely,

hi
4L4-4 Ala /I-

Lotsee Smith, Director
Library Training Institute

jvdg
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Zia Pueblo
San.Ysidro, NewMexico',
February 21 1974

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The project given to the Library Aide can not be carried out.

Our community does not permit any sort of photograping, sketching,

or taping songs within the village.

If another project could be given to her where photographing isn't

included it would be appreciated.

Eincerely yourai:

Luciano Pino
Governor Pueblo.of,Zia
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LJL1
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 0 ALBUOUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87131
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
TELEPHONE 505: 277-3004

March 6, 1974

Mr. Luciano Pino
Governor, Pueblo of Zia
Zia Pueblo
San Ysidro, New Mexico

Dear Mr. Pim.;

Your memo regarding the library aide project has been
forwarded to me.

I would first like to say that all the library aides were
aasigned the task of developing a media project but were
given no specific subject by the instructor. The purpose
of this assignment was to enable the aides to make use of
the skills they had learned in the library/media classes.

Secondly, I would like to say, that none of us, the in-
structor, Ms.. Naumer, myself, nor the aide, Ms. Panana
meant to infringe on the privacy of your Pueblo. I certain-
ly resPect your right to prohibit photographing, taping
and sketching. In no way did we intend to do something
that was against Pueblo rules.

Thank you for your nice memo explaining your position I
hope we"re all straightened out now.

If,you have any questions about this training program
please let me know.

May I stop and see you next time I'm in Zia?

Sincerely,

Lotsee Smith
Project Director,
Library Training Institute
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THE UNIVERSITY or NEW MEXICO

Tot Mr. Mansfield
Principal-, Islets Day SchoolTRom: Mrs. Janet N. Naumer
Instructor, Library Training Institutest.mmeTt

COMMENTS ON TRAINING PROGRAM

DATEt February 28 1974

1. PRIMARY PURPOSE: As staled in the project proposal, theprimary purpose of the training project is teaching libraryscience and audio-visual courses to 8 Indian aides in PuebloDay Schools. The aides, of course, were selected by BIApersonnel and are under BIA supervision with the exceptionof the actual time they spend in classes at the University'of New Mexico.

2. SECONDARY PURPOSE: This is to help establish and/or improvelibraries in the 8 BIA Day Schools involved in the project.
3. PROBLEMS:

a. Supervision: While some problems have been reported inthis area, this is primarily the responsibility of theprincipal. Trainees have been advised, repeatedly, inclass of attitudes which are necessary to become pro-fessional.
b. Space and use of facility: Present circumstances seemprohibit a larger, less congested, and quieter area. How-ever, classes are still being held regularly in the lib-ra rary which cramps the facility further and makes otheractivities such as library instruction or storytellingimpossible.
c. Professional tools: Although, im October, 1973, schoolswere requested to purchase some essential library "tools"this library is still wdthout: Books in Print or Child-ren's Books in Print, latest edition of Abridged Deweybecimal Classification System, Sear's List of SubjectHeadings and others. It is not possible to do an adequatejob of sJlection without knowing what is in print. And,it is crAite impossible to catalog without Dewey and Sears.Since there are m:ny bonks in the collection that mereordered without cuiailog cards, this is a serious oversight.d. Funding: Mrs. Lotsee Smith, Project Director, acquiredTitle II (ESEA) applications from Albuquerque Area Officeand students were given copies February 9th. (Unforun-ately we were not advised of the deadline by Area Office.)At any rate, at San lldefonso, with group cooperationwhich included the trainee, we wrote a proposal which in-cluded questionnaire results. Apparently the deadlineprohibited any such cooperation at Isleta. However, itwould be very beneficial to the trainee if she could havesome input into the selection of materials to be purchasedfor the library. If not, it would seem that the 400-levelselection course taught last fall was extraneous. One listof suggestions was prepared by the Title II B Instituteinstructor and was given to each trainee. Mrs. Armijocurrently has this list. An additional bibliography toconsult would be the American Library Association's list-ting of recommended books for elementary school libraries.

SOLUTIONS: I don't have any. Without real commitment at the DaySchools, about all I can hope to do is teach classes to the bestof my ability.
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LINITIED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU C)F INDIAN.AFFAIRS
Southern

XX1XXISPI PUEBLOS AGENCY

P. 0. BOX 1887
1000 INDIAN SCHOOL. ROAD. N. W.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87103

IN RiPLY REFER TO:

EDUCAT1ON

APR 2 2 1974
Mrs. Lotsee Smith
College of Education
Title 11 B Institute
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Dear Mrs.- Smith:

I had a conference with Mr. Francis Mansfield, Principal, isleta Elementary
School, this morning concerning the problems Mrs. Naumer experienced in her
training with Sophie Sanchez at the school'. We also discussed the question-
naire and the apparent "flap" created by Mrs. Naumer's analysis of the
questionnaire.

1 suggested that Mr. Mansfield meet with the teaching staff and discuss the
questionnaire and Mrs. Naumer's analysis for the purpose of attempting to
salvage something positive from the questionnaire and analysis rather than
creating a negative situation.

I also suggested that Mr. Mansfield should submit requisitions for the
reference books that Mrs. Naumer suggested that each school should have, such
as the Dewey Decimal Classification, etc. Mr. Mansfield agreed that he would
attend to this matter immediately.

I am concerned.by statements by Mrs. Naumer in her letter to Mr. Mansfield
dated March 26, 1974, that she is planning to decrease her scheduled time at
isleta. In my opinion, the lsleta situation should be cleared up, problems
resolved, etc., and the training program for Sophie Sanchez should continue
Without interruption.

.4 I believe that Mrs. Naumer may be under a misapprehension as-to the relation-.
ship of Sophie Sanchez and her assignment' in the school library and in Title I.
I asked Mr-. Mansfield if he had discussed. Sophie'S position description and
asSignment In theTitle I program end he replied .that he hadeot.. This leads
me to believe that communications between Mrs. .Nauler and Mr. Mansfield were
not always good. An example of the lack of communication.1sthe manner. In
which Mrs. Naumer.handled the questionnaire.- She stated that.Sophie 'Sanchez
distributed, .:ollected, and 'tallied the .questionnaires-and she did the inter-
pretation and commentary. If Mrs.. Naumer had consulted Mr.Mansfield prior
to the distribution Of the questionnaires and given him an opportunity to meet
with the staff and discussed the. questionnaire,. I. don't believe that the
negative reaction by the staff woutd have. resulted.

I firmly believe that your program has been a :good one and that Mrs. Naumer
has been conscientious in working with the aides. I especially appreciate
her critique and suggestions for improving the isleta School library.
Therefore, I would like very much for coMmunications to be re-established
between Mr. Mansfield and Mrs. Naumer in an attempt to clarify misunder-
standings and resolve identified problems. Your assistance in this matter
will be appreciated.

I have instructed Mr. Mansfield to take the first step in writing Mrs. Naumer
to accomplish the above.

Sincer ly7vour

Clayton L. Barker

1 5
Education Programs Administrator

4



A.L.A. CONFERENCE

New York City

Some of the aides and staff attended the annual conference

of the American Library Association held in New York City. They

made two presentations in conjunction with the Arizona State

University's Indian Training Institute. These presentations

included a slide/tape produced by aide Mella Roybal. The audi-

ences were highly complimentary of her creative work.

For many of the aides this event made a lasting impact both

professionally as well as personally. The opportunity to meet

authors, illustrators and professional librarians as well as

viewing the immense amount of available print and non-print

materials, gave the aides an entirely new perspective on librari-

anship. The "Big Apple" left its impression also. Upon return-

ing, each aide wrote her reactions to the conference. One, that

of Mella Roybal, is included in this report.
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Looking like tourist and
enjoying New York's fresh
air, Cordelia, Mildred S.,
Lotsee, Pauline and Mella.

A break from meetings --
taking a boat ride around
Manhattan. L to R,
Cordelia, husband Mike,
Mildred S., Pauline, Lotsee,
Mella and Kella.

Who, me? Pauline and Mildred S.
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RECOMMENDED SUPPLIES AND SELECTION TOOLS

A list of these items, as prepared by Ms. Naumer, is included

in the event that this report should-ever serve the purpose of

assisting small schools in implementing a library who have never

had one.
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LIBRARY/MEDIA SUPPLIES RECOMMENDED FOR PURCHASE BY BIA DAY SCHOOLS
PARTICIPATING IN TITLE II B INSTITUTZ FOR THE TRAINING OF INDIAN PARA-
PROFESSIONALS ($93.05)

1,1 Most of the BIA day schools seem to be lacking basic library/media supplies.
The following is a minimum list for those libraries which have no supplies
at all. Trainees in libraries which have been established longer should .

first check their supplies before orderlhg the following. (NOTE: SEVERAL
LIBRARIES HAVE STOCKS OF.CIRCULATION CARDS INTENDED FOR
CHARGE SYSTEMS. THE TYPE OF CIRCULATION CARD LISTED BELOW
MORE USEABLE.)

SUPPLY:-.L3J3T

Order cards No. 101S, 500
Magazine Charging Cards No. 135, 500 Cherry
Book cards No. 45, 1000 med. wt., Wnite
Book cards No. 45, 500 med. wt., B2ue
Gummed Date Slips No. , 3533, 3x5" 2000
Catalog Cards, Permec, med. wt., No. 811, 1000
Shelf list guide headings, No. 491-1
Catalog guides, plain, No. 3120
Pressure Sensitfve labels, 3/4 x 1/ 1/14, No. 343,1000
Printed Shelf Labels, No. 437
Double coated tape for mounting labels, No. 278
Mystik Tape Rolls, large, 3/4" wide (white, red, blue,

black, brown, maroon or green)
Transparent Book Tape, No. 1141, 2" width
Micropore stamp pad, No. 2541, blacX
Bari@ Dater, No. 3003
1lUbb*r stamps, No. 2532 (two line, School name, add.)

Demco
Chargimg Trays, double (green, red, gold or blue)
Vista foil, Plastic Laminate, llx400 #22-8052
ESEA Call Number Labels, 28-6890, 1000
Demcate Clear Plastic Spray, 28-9780, J.

Low !Reinforced Book Pockets, Pregumille0,-plain 25-4250,
AAgle Tab Charging Tray Guides, 34-6550 , 1

Highsmith
Numbering Machine, Standard automat1c, #11-210
Ink Pads for numbering machine, 11413

SEMI-AUTOMATED
WOULD BE MUCH

$1.90
$2.55
$4.10

$2.50
$2.75
$3.90
$ .90
$3.10
$2.50
$ .90
$2.20
$3.15

$2,80
$1.50
$1.25
$2.85

$8.95ea.
$6.05
$3.90
$2.30

1000 $8.65
$4.50

$16.95
$2.90

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

p.
p.
p.
p.

P.

p.
p.
p.
p.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

P.
p.

43
45
46
46
49
53
57
57
65
84
83
91

91
98
99
99

7
24
25
25
29
53

37
37

$93.05

Visible periodical Record UnitO
None of the libraries has a good card catalog
None has a book truck
Lack of book ends

Would suggest, for temporary card catalogs (esp. for Zia) 2-drawer economy
card cabinet, No. 230 $16.55 (Gaylord) p. 28
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LIBRARY TOOLS RECCMMENDED FOR PURCHASE BY BIA DAY SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING
IN TITLE II B INSTITUTE FOR THE TRAINING OF INDIAN PARA-PROFESSIONALS
($105.88)

Betause of a recognized lack of funds, the following is a minimum list
of books which are "must" items in school libraries. These belong in
the library rather tnan with the trainee. For this reason, we are
recommending these for school purchase rather than personal purchase by
the trainees. (NOTE: INSTITUTE REGULATIONS PROHIBIT OUR FURNISHING
EACH SCHOOL WITH THESE ITEMS.)

American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

3144-8 Non-Book Materials: The Organization of Integrated Collections
1st ed. Jean Riddle Weihs, Shirley Lewis, Janet MacDonald.
1973. $6.50

0139-5 Periodicals for School Libraries; A Guide to Magazines,
Newspapers and periodical Indexes, rev. ed. Marian H. Scott,
comp. 1973. $4.95
ALA Rules for Filing Catalog Cards, 2ded., abridged. Pauline
A. Seely, ed. 1968. $2.00

3001-8 Standards for School Media Programs. AASL, ALA and DAVI
1969. $2.00
Guides to Educational Media, 3rd ed. Margaret I. Rufsvold
and Carolyn Guss. 1971. $2.50

R. R. Bowker Co.
Dept. C, PO Box 1807
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

School Library Journal (Periodical, 9/yr., Sept.- May)
$10.80 per yr.

R. R. Boger Co.
1180 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036

Books in Print (2 volumes, Vol. 1-Authors, Vol. 2-Titles &
Publishers) 1973 ed. should be available in November, 1973.
Set: $42.38

Claremont House
231 E. San Fernando Street
San Jose, California 95112

The Descriptive Cataloging of Library Materials. Shirley
Hopkinson. 1968. $1.50

Forest Press, Inc.
65 Watervliet Avenue
Albany, New York 12206

Abredged Dewey Decimal Classifleution & Relative Index, 10th
ed., rev. 1972 $12

National Audio Visual Association, Inc.
3150 Spring Street
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

1973-74 Audiovisual Equipment DirecLiry. $10
Enoch Pratt Free Library
400 Cathedral Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Reference Books; A Brief Guide (most recent ed.) Mary Niell
Barton and Marion V. Bell $1.25

H. W. Wilson Co.
950 University Avenue
Bronx, New York 10452

Sears List of Subject Headings. Barbara M. Westby, ed. 1972
$10
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A PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAINING MODEL

Consult Identify Conduct
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Kella, Ernestine, Mildred N. and Mella enjoyed their production.



PUBLICITY

The University of New Mexico's Public Relation office wrote

two feature articles about the Institute after sending a reporter

to make field visits. The articles were not only published in

the local (Albuquerque and U.N.M.) papers but were also sent to

the wire services of the Associated Press, United Press Interna-

tional and eight other publications, including the Navajo Times,

Wassaja and the Journal of American Indian Education.

The Institute was also publicized when two programs were

prdsented at the annual American Library Association conference

in..New York City by the Director and aides. The Director also

mede a presentation at Arizona's 15th annual Indian Education

Conference in Tempe.

In addition, several slides and a script were sent to the

National Indian Education Association for inclusion in their

filmstrip about Indian libraries. Other articles were prfnted

in.B.I.A. and tribal newsletters.

Numerous inquiries from persons across the nation concerning

the project were responded to by the Director on a personal basis.

This high level of attention seems to indicate an interes 4. in

duplicating the project.

1.58
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LIBRARY/MED1A SERVICES
t. IMPROVING WITHIN

PUEBLO SCHOOLS
Better library/media service is

coming for at least eight Pueblo
schools as trainees near completion
of a Title IIB (Higher Education Act,
P.L. 89-329) institute for training
library aides.

Mrs. Janet N. Naumer, former
librarian at the Institute of American
Indian Arts, has been the instructor
for the course which has been under
the direction of Lotsee P. Smith,
Assistant Professor, College of
Education at the University of New
Mexico. Participants of the program
are: Pauline Panano, Zia; Kella Maes,
San Juan; Mildred Naranjo, Santa
Clara; Ernestine Romero, Taos;
Cordella Romero, San Felipe; Melia
Roybal, San ildefonso; Sofia Sanchez,
Islets: and Mildred Shendo;Jemez.

, .

_ -0;-,

'r.:-''-'"."....1+;:y-.^711-5,fr'F.4.:77- P27,7n."'"^77:7714:
4 .; j.

ALB1.112,11ERQUEJOURNAL . Friday, June 8, .1973
. .

. .

-,- ; * I - *1

w I C=t
Invaluable assistance has been given
by BIA personnel. Shown here Is Jim
Felts, Director of the I.M.C. at S.I.P.I.
Instructing trainees in the use of video
equipment. Trainees are, I to r,
Mildred Shendo, Sofia Sanchez,
Cordelia Romero, Pauline Panano,
and Ernestine Romero.

Courses taught during the fall
semester included production of
instructional materials and selection
of materials for libraries and media
centers. Spring semester courses
Included cataloging and classification
of materials and audio visual
methods.

.s .
. 44,4

;.
4)4

Mildred Naranjo .videotapes an art
day In session at Santa Clara.

Lotsee Smith has submitted a
proposal for another training program
to begin In August of this year (the
current project expires In August).
This program will concentrate more
on the community cultural center
concept and will Include 20 trainees In
BIA, community, public, and
parochial school libraries In Zuni,
Laguna, Ramah, Canoncito, and
Acoma.
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$81,720 Going
To Lilian Aid
From the Journal's
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON Sen.
Joseph M. Montoya, D-N.M.,
announced two federal
grants totaling mare than
$81,720 to the University of
New Mexico to train faculty
and administrators to deal
with specific Indian student
problems and to train eight
Indian teacher aides in li-
brary media skills.

The first grant is for
$15,000 and will be used to

, train faculty and adminis-
trators to workt,with Indian
student problems pertaining
to the Indian culture, the
role of, the university in the
Indian community, financial
aid programs and native
American studies programs,
Sen. Montoya said.

Those who deal with ad-
missions, housing and advis-
ing will also participate in
this program, Sen. Montoya
said.

The second grant for
$66,729 will be used to train
eight pueblo Indian teacher
aides in library media skills
so they can work as librari-
ans in eight pueblo day
schools presently without
library services, the senator
said.
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UNM
in Ian mines

. A Univqrsity of New Mexi-
co program is helping prov-
ide staff for libraries at two :
Navajo reservations and 11 ;
Indian pueblos.

,
The federally funded pro---

gram sends UNM library
science instructors to the
villages to train library:2,
aides in selecting and using:
equipment, cataloging books:
and helping meet the educa-`,
tional needs of their people..1

: 71.

Eight Pueblo wonien !are
completing the three-semes-i:
ter prograni this summer S;
and 14 more trainees are
being sought' to start work
this fall. -. . -71 A

THE LIBRARY aide tiviin.:;..1
ing ;institute is 'directed ,by
Asst. Prof. Lotsee:Smith, ot,'%
the UNM College of Educa:.,:j
tion: Funds are prosided by:,::'
theJ,U.S. DenartmeUt bel

---' -.. -4:4--:J2tzi-,.:',Y,..,-..f.4
Health, Education and Wei..:.
fare

Prof.Smith,member of
the Comanche tribe, believe&
libraries can play a Major
'partinmeetinganIndian
community's educational'
'needs. But books aren'e,

. enough, she says the li-....
braries rn. t be staffed bi,
local resioents trained., in'
library skills and audio4
-us} techniques. .,".;:'',4,0A

'' ;.:.-'.:,.;1;=:-?0,='.4.
, "LEBRARY SERirICES for.
the moat part have been nonl

. existent", in Nestern; NeW
Mexico where many Indisnit
live, Prtif. Smith says. -,7:.,.,' :4..--

..., 1

'.. But tribal officiels'eh
school principals in ;sever
Indian communities .:lia
acquired-tbuildingi ,.in

.7,booki, so the trhinees hive a
-chance of flnding

their bomi
P0.4114.';,-'-fsij:, ';':;

Cordelia Romero Reveals Joys of Reading to Children
Librarian-Works with Youngsters at San Felipe Pueblo

ibrary Aide Program
rains Pueblo Residents

The only libraries known
to the residents of most of
New . Mexico's Indian
pueblos are. the bookmo-
biles that. make occasional
stops. The picture will

. change shortly for 8000
residents of eight pueblos

. where library aides are
being trained by the 'Orli-..
versity of New Mexico.

The 'one-year training
program, funed by Title II-

"..

160

B of.the Higher Education
Act through the UNM Col-
lege of Education, prov-
ides one aide to each of
eight 'pueblos: Taos
(Ernestine Romero), San
Ildefonso (Melia, Roybal),
Jemez (Mildred Shendo),
Santa Clara (Mildred Nar-
anjo), San Felipe (Cordelia
Romero), Isleta (Sophie
Sanchez), San Juan (Kella
Maes), and Zia (Pauline
Panana). They range in
age from 19 to 60.

THE PROGRAM is di-
rected by Lotsee Smith,
assistant professor of
Educational Foundations,
who is Comanche, with a
Chicasaw and Cherokee
heritage from her father.

.. The instructor is Janet
. Naumer,', former librarian
7 at the Institute of Ameri-
' -Call Indian Arts in Santa

1/4 While the aides' chief
.responsibility is to stock
and operate the pueblos'
elementary school librar-
ies, they also hope to even-
tually provide library
service to others through
the development of corn-.
munity libraries.

."Many of the aides Are -3.
mothers with young child- I

ren and no means of trans-
portation. This on-site

, training is one important

7

out to those who otherwise
would be denied a college
education, Prof. Smith
said. .

Beside the obvious ad-;
vantage a Pueblo Indian'
librarian who bring to the;
job in intimately knowing'
her culture, Prof. Smith'
believes there is another'
very real asset. "A person
whose home is in the
community is more likely.,
to stay there and make a
long-term contribution
than would a trained outsi-
der," she said. "These-
aides will have all earned
24 hours of college credit
and be skilled in audio-,
visual techniques as well
as in basic library proce-
dares."

.71
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NewNexteo Staio Libiary
. P.O. Sax .1629
Santa Fe, New Mexico tripo
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-LIBRARY. AIRE
'tAINING. INSTITUTE 'i
A grant for training eight ,

)-. Jibrary-inedia aides has been
Iawarded ,to .the University of ,

"New Mexico by the U.S. Office, ,
'of Education, Bureau of Libra: :: ry Resources and funded by

;,. Thle II B of the Higher Educe-

develoPed : and. '.."dilected- by

ed on-site in eight New.:Mexico :

'Juan, Santa Clara, San 'Fide-
Pueblo Day schools,(Taos, San

l'onso,r-Jemez, San. Felipe,- Tan,!skin). ,-. :'..-/ ,,r . -:.- --_-,,k-,:"

The aideS will earn a toGI of-
24.bours7 of collegelcredit and
ma '13e eligible. for an Associ-ae.:

.
-t...-

,

;

October, 1973

the "Project' "!
is Janet Naumer, formerly li-
brarian at : the Institute Of
American Indian Arts in Santa ,

Fe: She will also supervise a
practicum in which she will as-
sist the aide in the development .0
and organization of the media-
center in each school.

The library-media courses
will include development of ma-
teriala by the Pueblo aides to i
meet the' unique needs of each
school. -Acquisition of relevant
Indian -Materials will be ern-

;

-..-,:- SEVEN COMPLETE INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING LIBRARY AIDES IN PUEBLO DAY SCHOOLS: The seven
students ;51:Ea 24 semester hours in lD3raryfuledia courses at the Univeriity of New Mexico. They
are Mrs. Kella Haes of Saa Juan Peublo, Hiss Mildred Naranjo of Santa Clara Pueblo, Mrs. Pauline
Panana of Zia Pueblo, Mrs. Cordelia Romero of San Felipe Pueblo, Mrs. Melia M. Roybal of San
Ildefonso Pueblo, Mrs. Sofia Sanchez of Isleta Pueblo, and Mrs. MildrgAndo of Jemez Pueblo.
The institute was conducted.by Proejct Director Lotsee P. Smith with itle II -B funds. The
instructor Janet N. Haumer traveled to each of the pueblos--some 600 miles each week --to train
the aides. Lotsee, Janet and six of the aides attended the ALA/NY conference in June. 'Two of the
'students, Mrs. Meets and Hrs. Roybal, are interested in obtaining positioas outside their pueblos.
Mildred Naranjo is going back to school (Northern Arizona at Flagstaff) to work on her B.A. The
Agawahave been retained by the BIA.".
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